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INTRODUCTION
You **hold** in your hands a book that has the power to change your life forever.

Does that seem like an outlandish claim? So many of the people I’ve guided to achieving their desires started out wondering how it is possible and ended up astounding themselves. Now it’s your turn. Don’t underestimate the power of the system in this book. I promise you—it will change your life!

Success and happiness are not accidents that just happen to some people and not to others—they are predictable results created by deliberate ways of thinking and acting, ways that I’ll be sharing with you over the next seven days. As the saying goes, success is all about luck—ask any failure!

**CAN I REALLY CHANGE MY LIFE IN SEVEN DAYS?**

People who attend my seminars are always amazed when we cure lifelong phobias in less than an hour, or clear up supposedly deep-seated issues injust

---

*Whether you think you can or you think you can’t, you’re probably right.*

—Henry Ford
a few days. But most people can think of a time when their lives changed in just a few moments. Perhaps it was getting a new piece of important information, or meeting a special someone and knowing that your life would never again be the same.

Here is the reason why change can happen so quickly:

The changes that matter most are more often changes in perception than changes in the world outside us. And we can change the way we perceive the world in a heartbeat.

In fact, the myth that it takes a long time to change has only been around for about a hundred years, when Freudian analysis became the dominant influence in the treatment of psychosomatic illness. What makes this point of view ironic is that the goal of psychoanalysis has never been to change people, but rather to help them gain a deeper understanding of why they are the way they are. In my work, understanding is the booby prize!

Sometimes even a small change can make a huge difference. For example, imagine you and another person are driving along two straight roads, stretching side by side off into the infinite distance. Now imagine that one of those roads shifts even a tiny bit away from the other. At first the difference might seem imperceptible. But over time, that small change in direction would take you to an entirely different destination from the other person.

The techniques contained in *Change Your Life in Seven Days* are state of the art, offering not only the latest soft-
ware but also a whole new operating system for your body and mind.

Each day, you will make tiny changes, changes that may be imperceptible to you at first. But as you continue moving forward, you will begin to realize just how far you have already come and just how much you have changed.

Let's face it—if you do virtually anything consistently for seven days, it will change you. What makes this system different is that many of the techniques you will be learning as you read will go on working, helping you long after you stop using them. Over the next seven days the actions you take will set up a wave of change in your life that will in turn affect many other areas of your life, which in turn affect others. Just as an oil tanker takes a little while to start moving, it becomes difficult to stop once it builds up sufficient momentum.

For centuries people thought it was impossible to run a four-minute mile. Then on March 6, 1954, Roger Bannister did what all great pioneers do—he made the impossible happen.

Recently, I met Dr. Bannister and we talked about how amazing it was that within a year of his breaking the four-minute mile, thirty-seven other people around the world did so as well. In the following year, an incredible three hundred runners broke through that previously impenetrable barrier.

The finest minds of the age had believed it was impossible to do, and their beliefs became a self-fulfilling prophecy. (Some noted scientists actually suggested that
the human body would explode if pushed to do a four-minute mile!)

It only took one counterexample—one person proving that what others had previously thought could not be done was in fact possible—for everyone else to tap into that possibility within themselves.

The human mind generalizes as a learning principle. For example, as a child you learn how a door opens and closes. Your mind then generalizes that learning to apply to all doors everywhere.

This works equally well whether the learnings are useful or painful. Over the next seven days, we are going to disband many of the negative generalizations you have made about the world, and build positive new ones.

MY STORY

I became interested in all things self-improvement shortly after I left school. It didn’t take long for me to read nearly every self-help book, try every technique, and apply everything I was learning to my own life. As a result, my life changed dramatically for the better. In fact, since I began using the techniques I am about to share with you, I quickly noticed an improvement in my confidence, my finances, my career, and the way people treated me. I became wealthy, famous, and my life became infinitely more glamorous than it was before—all in a short space of time. All of the best techniques that
I used to create the life I live today are contained in the book you now hold in your hands!

My purpose in life, and the goal of this book, is to help you get greater control of yourself and your life. Since 1985, I have been working on a revolutionary self-improvement system that will work for everyone. The unique success-conditioning system you are about to learn has now been perfected—you will begin making profound changes within the very first day.

Best of all, you can relax—it’s very easy, and you don’t have to have any previous experience or skill. In fact, if you can close your eyes, talk to yourself and others, and move your body, you can control your thinking and behavior, and ultimately you can live the life of your dreams. All you have to do is follow my instructions step by step, even if at times you’re not sure you’re doing it right. Together, we are going to design and install “positive software” for your mind!

THE POWER OF NOW

This is an exciting time in history. Our world is transforming every day. The scientific and technological transformations and breakthroughs that are taking place all around us are increasing at exponential rates. We, as a human race, are connecting over great distances, exploring and reshaping our world. Journeys that used to take months are now made in hours; calculations that used to
take years are now done in minutes. The question is not will your life change—the question is what will it change into?

Right now we live in a digital information age. Faxes, mobile telephones, computers, and satellite technology, unthinkable even fifty years ago, are now considered a normal part of twenty-first-century life. Something happens on one side of the world and we can watch it on our television screens moments later. Global communications systems can connect mind to mind like nerve cells in a huge global brain. Wherever it is we are going, we are going there fast!

We stand on the threshold of an enormous leap in our evolution, and I believe that the next great stage in human development will be a move out of the information age and into a new time in which people will begin to develop their inner resources. I call this time the age of psychotechnology—a time when we will begin to unleash the amazing powers and inner abilities that we are all born with. I see the understanding and practice of psychotechnology as being like having an owner’s manual for your brain.

Unfortunately, most people spend more time learning to work their DVD player than they do their own mind. By taking the next week to read and practice the exercises in this book, you are marking yourself out as different from the 98 percent of people who, to quote Winston Churchill, "stumble over the truth from time to time, but most pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing happened."

In this book, you’ll discover the techniques that have
helped many people break through their limitations and release their true potential. Together, we are going to program your mind to make you a happier, more confident, and powerful person.

GETTING STARTED

Before you begin on this journey into your true potential, I'd like you to stop and consider this:

What would it be like if you woke up one morning and a miracle had happened—your life had become exactly what you wanted it to be?

Do it now—stop and vividly imagine it.

- How would you know that the miracle had taken place?
- What would you see?
- What would you hear?
- What would you feel inside?
- What changes would have happened in your career?
- In your relationships?
- Your finances?
- Your health?

As you use the ideas and practice the techniques you will learn from this book, you are going to make these dreams come true.
Simply relax, read, and allow the ideas and exercises in the book to take root.

Just as a gardener plants seeds and patiently waits for them to grow, every time you work with this book, you're planting positive suggestions in your mind that will grow into powerful new ways to operate the world's most advanced biocomputer—your brain!

Even though you can achieve dramatic results in your very first week, you may want to return to the book several times in the first few months. It is vitally important to do the exercises in order to get the kind of results you want. No single technique is a magic pill for success, but when you practice them again and again they will become second nature to you.

Whatever you achieve in the next ten years will be the result of what you do now. As the saying goes, if you keep doing what you've always done you'll just get more of what you've already got. But you do have the power to make an incredible difference to your life. And it starts right here.

People are always blaming circumstances for what they are. I don't believe in circumstances. The people who get ahead in this world are the people who get up and look for the circumstances they want, and if they can't find them, make them.

—George Bernard Shaw
THE DIFFERENCE THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Many people begin a self-help book or personal training program but quit halfway through. They convince themselves that it’s too hard or that they don’t have what it takes. Here’s the problem with that approach:

If you don’t take control of your life, someone else will.

Now, I know responsibility isn’t a very popular word these days. Billions of dollars change hands each year as people literally pass the buck on whose fault it is that their coffee was too hot, their body was too weak, or their dog was poorly trained.

But another way of thinking about responsibility is that it is really about control. Do you want to control your life or hand over that control to other people—your family, the media, or even society in general? Do you want to be the master of your fate or the victim of your circumstances?

Taking responsibility is taking control of those parts of your life that are within your control, while letting go of trying to control what is not.

It’s easy to blame your parents, your employers, or the government for your problems, but until you decide to see yourself as responsible for your situation then you
don’t have any power to change it. All great achievers know that taking responsibility is the first step toward having a successful and fulfilling life.

Dr. Stephen R. Covey describes it like this:

When you pick up one end of the stick, you pick up the other. Therefore, if you decide to take responsibility for your circumstances, you automatically tap into the power to change them.

When I share these ideas in my seminars, occasionally a participant will say to me, "Does that mean that if I’m walking across the road and I get run over, it’s my fault?"

The answer is simple—taking responsibility is not the same as taking the blame. You are not responsible for the hand you have been dealt, but it is always up to you how you play it.

Stop for a moment and imagine what it would be like to take responsibility for your life—to have the power to make choices and changes in every area of your life. To be in control of your finances, your relationships, and your sense of well-being. To be at peace with those things that are not in your control and in full command of those that are.

If you like what you are imagining, make the decision right now to take responsibility for your life at a whole new level. The more I work with people who achieve astounding results, the more I am inspired by the words of W. H. Murray:
Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative (and creation), there is one elementary truth the ignorance of which kills countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment one definitely commits oneself, then providence moves too. A whole stream of events issues from the decision, raising in one's favor all manner of unforeseen incidents, meetings and material assistance, which no man could have dreamt would have come his way.

Are you committed? Are you ready to take back your power? Are you willing to make this book important enough to follow the simple instructions that will change your life? Even if you're not convinced at first, it is important to realize that you can succeed in spite of yourself! It all happens one chapter at a time.

**HOW TO USE THIS BOOK**

This book is laid out in seven chapters—seven key lessons that will guide you from wherever you are in the direction of your most deeply felt values and most fondly hoped-for dream. As you pick up this book each day, try to fill your mind with positive energy and prepare your brain for the valuable information you will be receiving in that day's reading.
In just seven days, you will join the ranks of those people who are so well programmed to succeed that they cannot help but be successful at what they do. You will be able to handle whatever challenges life offers you with a sense of ease and confidence. Your journey will begin in the next chapter, as you discover who you are becoming and uncover your true potential to become the person you really want to be...
WHO ARE YOU, REALLY?

Discover your true potential and become the person you truly want to be
Imagine you woke up one day in a land populated almost entirely by giants. At first you would no doubt be terrified, and the deafening roar of loud noises and the uncomfortable sinking feeling when you fell would stick with you for a lifetime. After a time, you would realize that many of the giants seemed friendly, and that one giant in particular was taking a special interest in your safety and well-being.

Then imagine that one day, for no reason whatsoever, the giant you had learned to trust completely yelled at you, threatened you, even hit you. How could you ever feel safe again in a land of giants? There must be some laws of the land or rules that you could learn to help you survive.

One day, you meet some other little people. They appear to be like you, and in their company, you instantly feel more secure. Some of them claim to know the laws of the land, and share them with you. Combined with the insight you’ve gained from observing
the giants and listening to them teach you in their booming, god­like voices, you begin to figure out what you need to do and not do to stay safe.

Do as you are told. It’s easier to get along if you go along. Don’t cry. Don’t fight. Study hard. Get a job. Do as you are told. Get married. Have children to support you in your old age. Do as you are told.

The list grows longer as your once tiny body grows larger (nur­tured no doubt by the special food produced in the land of the giants), and eventually you come to realize that there are no giants left.

And then one day you wake up, and there is a tiny little crea­ture staring up at you. She has awakened in a land of giants. And because you love her, you begin to teach her everything you’ve learned about how to survive in this land of giants.

And so the cycle continues. . . .
THE POWER OF BRAINWASHING

During the Korean civil war of the late 1950s, the Chinese Koreans successfully converted an unprecedented number of American POWs to the "religion" of communism. They didn't do it through threat of torture or even promise of reward—they did it by simply changing the soldier's self-image.

What the Chinese understood was that our behavior is a direct result of the person we believe we are—our self-image. Think of it like a loop—we are constantly confirming to ourselves that we are the person we think we are, but the system we use to interpret our behavior and feedback is our own self-image. It's a catch-22.

So the Chinese interrupted the loop. You might think it was a big task reprogramming men who had been highly trained only to give their name, rank, and serial number, but the Chinese did it bit by bit.

During an interrogation, prisoners were persuaded to make one or two mildly anti-American or pro-communist statements. (For example, "The United States is not perfect," or "In a communist country, there is less unemployment and crime.") Once these apparently minor statements had been extracted, the prisoner would then be asked to define exactly how the United States was not perfect. When he was worn down and weary, he would then be asked to sign his name to the list of reasons he had come up with.
Later, the prisoner would be made to read his list in a discussion group with other prisoners. The Chinese would then broadcast his name and list of reasons during an anti-American radio broadcast not only to his own camp but to all the other North Korean POW camps and the rest of the American forces in South Korea as well.

Suddenly, the prisoner found himself labeled a collaborator, someone who participated in the kind of behavior that helped the enemy. When fellow prisoners asked why he had done it, he couldn’t claim he had been tortured. After all, he had said those things and signed his name to them.

Psychological research has shown that human beings can tolerate only a certain amount of discrepancy between their thoughts and their behavior. Like anyone unaware of the power of his own self-image, the prisoner felt he had to justify his actions in order to maintain consistency with his own internal sense of identity. He would say that what he had said was true. In that moment his self-image changed. He now believed that he was pro-communist, and his fellow prisoners reinforced his new identity by treating him differently. The loop was complete.

Before long, his desire to act consistently with his new self-image would drive him to collaborate with the Chinese even more, thereby further reinforcing his new self-image until he no longer even questioned it was true.
WHAT IS A SELF-IMAGE?

Your self-image is the way you see yourself in your imagination. The reason your self-image is so powerful is because your behavior will almost never deviate from this internal map. It acts as a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy, telling you how to behave or perform to act consistently with the kind of person you think you are. Yet many people don’t even realize they have an image of themselves until they look.

We’ve all met people who are attractive but who think of themselves as ugly — too fat or too thin or too old or too young. If you truly believe you are unattractive, you will unconsciously sabotage any attempts to make yourself appear attractive. Because you won’t represent yourself at your best, people will inevitably find you unattractive, and the prophecy is fulfilled.

Studies have shown that an extraordinary number of people who suddenly receive large sums of money through lottery wins or inheritance are likely to lose it again almost as quickly. Even people who earn their money are likely to lose it if what they are earning is more than they believe they are worth. They feel uncomfortable with the extra money, so they spend it, lend it, or find some other way to get rid of it.

Celebrities whose star rises too high too fast can also be brought back to earth by the gravitational pull of a limited self-image. In fact, so many celebrities suffer from self-destructive behavior brought on by feelings of
unworthiness that psychologists have created a name for the pattern: the paradise syndrome.

How you think of yourself also affects how other people feel about you. Because more than 90 percent of what you communicate is unconscious, the people around you are continually responding to your body language, tone of voice, and the emotional signals you are transmitting. Even if the words you use sound positive, you may well find yourself conveying one message verbally and a completely different message with your body language.

Here’s the point:

You are constantly letting other people know how to treat you by the way you treat yourself.

In the book The Mastery of Love, Don Miguel Ruiz made the analogy of living in a restaurant where food was plentiful.

Anonymous

offered you a pizza but you’d have to let them abuse you for the rest of your life, you’d laugh in his face. But if you were living in the street and hadn’t eaten for days and that same person made you that same offer, you’d be likely to consider it. We set de for what we feel we are worth—that is, we will never allow anyone to abuse us more than we abuse ourselves.
SUCCESS AND THE SELF-IMAGE

Unfortunately, while each failure reinforces the self-fulfilling prophecy of your negative self-image, your outer successes rarely change it for the better. No matter how much you have on the outside—big house, big car, money—it will not ultimately satisfy you if you don’t already feel good about yourself on the inside.

Over the years I have had the opportunity to meet and work with a large number of successful people. I am continually struck by how many of them create an outer veneer as a way of hiding personal feelings of inadequacy. For example, they project any number of things to compensate for a lack of inner self-worth, flaunting their wealth, status, intellectual achievement, physical strength, social connections, or moral “superiority” in an attempt to prove that they are not as worthless as they feel inside.

Sometimes it starts out with a little lie or a small affectation, but over the years it develops into an entire outer persona that is the complete opposite of how they feel on the inside. They continually feel like a fraud, fearing that at any moment they are going to be “found out” and it will all be taken away from them. In fact, many people whom we consider in our culture to have everything are secret self-haters. I call this the “blingbling factor”—the bigger the jewelry, the smaller the self-image.

However, the blingbling factor is by no means exclusively a problem of the rich and famous. In fact, having worked with people from all walks of life, I have come to
the conclusion that almost everybody is to some extent hiding or compensating for a part of themselves that they don’t like.

For a long time I felt that if only I could be rich enough or famous enough, or date lots of beautiful women, then I would feel better about myself. I had been a nerdy kid, and my solution to that was to affix a veneer of success to myself so that no one (including myself) would notice how inadequate I really felt.

Over a relatively short period of time, I worked incredibly hard at achieving and did very well. I became famous, made money, and created all the trappings of a glamorous life. My TV shows were a huge hit; I had more money than ever before and a beautiful model girlfriend. Rock stars, movie stars, even royalty wanted me to work with them.

However, I kept thinking, “I have everything I have ever wanted—how come I still feel empty?”

SO HOW IS YOUR SELF-IMAGE FORMED?

We are born princes, and the civilizing process makes us into frogs.

—Eric Berne

While some of the earliest messages you got from your family were no doubt positive, many of them were not. Whether you were told you were a “stupid child,” “ungrateful,” or “clumsy,” you soaked up all the negative sugges-
tions along with whatever positive reinforcement came your way. A recent study revealed that the average American parent criticizes his or her children eight times for every one time they praise them.

When you start school, so many people are bigger than you and seem to know more than you do. A whole new world of problems comes your way. Teachers unwittingly de-genius you at school by their efforts to mold you. Your spontaneous childlike quality becomes dissipated in the race to shape you into an adult.

Just as you’re getting the hang of it, puberty arrives. Hair grows, body parts change size, and just being alive is embarrassing. Then of course there are those people around you with low self-esteem who covertly undermine you to make themselves feel better.

Research has shown that by the age of fourteen, 98 percent of children have a negative self-image. And it only gets worse. Irish author J. H. Brennan describes it like this:

If there is one word which ably describes adolescence, that word is confusion. And the confusion is so strongly felt that it can easily impinge on your basic self-image. It’s a sorry picture: small... helpless... powerless... dirty... socially unacceptable... inferior... confused—and in particularly bad cases, unloved and unwanted as well. And sorry though it is, the image was largely accurate when it was laid down—not by yourself, but by the actions...
and opinions of others. And at this stage, Nature played you the dirtiest trick imaginable. You grew up, but your self-image didn’t.

No wonder there are so many people who aren’t achieving what they would like in their lives!

As I related J. H. Brennan’s words to my own life, I was able to recognize that my fundamental problem was a sense of powerlessness—deep down, I still saw myself as a nerdy, helpless child. Whatever sense of power I had in my life did not come from my authentic self but was drawn solely from the reflected status I felt from my successful career, beautiful girlfriend, and financial resources.

From meeting and working with many famous and successful people I already knew how much of what they had achieved was to compensate for their feelings of inadequacy. It had never before occurred to me that I was one of them.

Once I got really clear on the content of my negative self-image, I knew it was time to make some fundamental changes. I had already made the decision to take responsibility for my life, so it was only a small step from there to take responsibility for how I chose to see myself. I resolved then and there to begin pursuing a new dream. I wanted to develop an approach to understanding and creating human excellence with a heart—not just success, but happiness and fulfillment as well. I determined to find a way to heal the nerd within!
THE BEST ADVICE IN THE WORLD

In the mid-1980s, John Opel, then chairman of IBM, gave a talk to an audience of Stanford MBAs. In response to a request for his advice about how newly minted MBAs should embark on their careers, he said he would share one of his secrets for true success. As the eager young minds in the audience leaned forward, Opel whispered: "Don’t fake it!"

He paused and read the body language in the room. He then said, with great passion:

"No, really, I mean it!"

The room erupted in laughter. He went on to say that we are all smart enough and smooth enough to fake it and get away with it for a while, but eventually our faith in ourselves will be undermined, and with it our self-trust, self-respect, and self-esteem.

Here is today's key lesson:

The reason you are not yet living the life of your dreams is that you are wasting so much of your time and energy hiding your negative self-image from the world.

When all your energy is going into maintaining the illusion of your projected self and hiding the image of your feared self from the world, the still, small voice of the authentic self—who you really are—can barely be heard.
But as you practice the exercises in today’s lesson, you will begin to see yourself in a new light. You will learn to turn up the volume on that inner voice, to trust your gut, and to begin to follow the promptings of your own heart. And when you do that, your life will change forever!

**TH5 THREE SELVES**

At our core is our authentic self—the reality of who and what we really are.

But piled on top of the real us—with all our weirdness, foibles, and unabashed us-ness—is a layer of shame, fear, and guilt about the person we’re afraid we are, our negative self-image.

So in order to make sure people still like us, approve of us, and give us love and money, we pile yet another layer on top of our feared self—the person we pretend to be.

This uppermost layer is, if we’re very, very good pretenders, all that others get to see of us. In fact, we struggle so valiantly to make sure no one sees that layer of liabilities we are afraid characterize us that we completely forget (sometimes for years at a time) that there’s another, real self underneath all that.

When I first shared this model with one of my friends, she told me, “Oh, I get it! Our real selves are like diamonds, and as we grow up they get covered up in a lot of horseshit, so we put nail polish on top of the horseshit to try and make ourselves more attractive to the world. But if we spent a little bit of time digging away at the horse-
shit, people would see that we’re really diamonds and we wouldn’t need any nail polish!*

I probably would’ve put it a bit more like this:

As you begin to excavate your real self out from under who you’re afraid you are and who you pretend to be (excavate the diamond out from under the horse manure covered in nail polish), you get to shift positions from passenger to driver. And when your real self is driving the bus, you get to have more ease, more fun, and more you in your life!

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR SELVES

Let’s take a closer look at the characteristics of the three selves as they relate to your own life. I will share with you some of my favorite questions for unmasking your pretend self; uncovering your negative self-image, or feared self; and unleashing your authentic self. Remember, there are no right answers—each question is simply designed to raise your awareness of what stops you from living from your authentic self:

*The unexamined life is not worth living.*

—Socrates

Your Pretend Self: Who you pretend to be

Your pretend self is the image you project into the world. Often, this image is based less on how you really are than on covering up how you are afraid you are. Ask and answer the following questions:
• How do you like to be seen?
• Which aspects of your personality do you hope people notice first?
• What do you most want everyone to know about you?
• If your life were trying to prove something about you, what would it be?

*Your Negative Self-image: Who you are afraid you are*

If someone calls you a name that you don’t identify with (for example, 'You dirty green-skinned Martian!'), there is rarely an emotional charge attached. If something upsets us, it’s usually because at some level we believe it might be true. People often totally deny that the negative traits they are identifying have anything to do with them. When they’ve had a chance to think about it, they often come back with a shocked recognition that this is in fact exactly what they’ve feared has been true all along.

One fact will make it easier for you to take an honest look at yourself:

*Any "negative" traits you identify are not really yours—they belong to your negative self-image and were programmed into you when you were a child. By identifying them honestly, you are about to let them go!*

It can be hard to look directly at your own worst fears about who and what you are—after all, you’ve probably
spent a large portion of your life avoiding doing just that. For that reason, most of these questions point to things that reveal your negative self-image rather than your negative self-image itself:

• What’s the opposite of each of the traits of your pretend self?
• Which of your secrets will only be discovered after you die?
• Who is your least favorite person and why?

Most perception is projection—we most dislike in others what we fear can be found in ourselves!

Your Authentic Self: Who you truly are

By identifying the traits and characteristics of your three selves, you are freeing yourself up to live more and more from the heart of who you really are—your powerful, loving, unstoppable authentic self.

Here’s a guideline to know whether you are identifying a trait or characteristic of your authentic self or if you are caught up in the trap of your negative self-image:

Who you really are always feels like coming home.

• Who are you when nobody’s watching?
• If you felt totally safe, what would you do differently?
• Who would you be if you lived beyond fear?
PAUL McKENNA

REPROGRAMMING YOUR SELF-IMAGE

In my experience, traditional positive thinking is not very effective. Standing in front of the mirror saying, “Day by day in every way I am getting better and better” doesn’t really work unless you are able to actually create a feeling of getting better at the same time.

For example, if you were to stop reading for a moment and tell your heartbeat to speed up, it probably wouldn’t work. But if you vividly imagine walking down a dark alley late at night, hearing footsteps behind you getting closer and closer, chances are your heartbeat will quicken.

This is because:

The key programs of human behavior are habit and imagination, and they are far more powerful than logic and willpower will ever be.

The fact is that your body responds far more readily to the vivid use of imagination than to a simple command. That’s why the way we see ourselves in our imagination is crucial to the way we live our lives.

In the early 1970s a plastic surgeon named Maxwell Maltz noticed that altering the physical appearance of his patients through surgery often created a remarkable increase in confidence and sometimes even a complete change in personality. However, some of his patients experienced no psychological benefits, no matter how spectacular the physical changes.

Maltz concluded that cosmetic correction to the
external appearance of a patient doesn’t work when his or her internal self-image is poor, or, as he put it, when he or she is “scarred on the inside.”

So he taught those clients a simple visualization technique that created a dramatic change in their self-image. To his delight and surprise, it did as much—or more—for his patients as the actual surgery.

By teaching his patients who had a negative self-image to repeatedly imagine themselves as they ideally wanted to be, he noticed that they became happier and more at peace with themselves in a matter of days.

Small Change, Big Results

One of the most profound examples of how a small change can quickly and easily reprogram our self-image was demonstrated in a study by social psychologist Steven J. Sherman. He set out to see if he could increase the number of volunteers in a given area who would go door-to-door collecting for the American Cancer Society.

He contacted a number of residents in the area by phone, explaining that he was doing a survey, and he asked them to predict what they would say if asked to go door-to-door for three hours collecting for a very good cause. Because no one wanted to see themselves as uncharitable, nearly all of them said they would volunteer.

A few days later, a representative from the American Cancer Society called the same people. The result of them committing themselves during the survey?

A phenomenal 700 percent increase in volunteers!
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Your Self-image for Success
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There is a story that when Michelangelo was asked how he carved such beautiful angels, he replied, "I see the angel in the stone, and I chip away at everything around it."

Reprogramming your self-image is a lot like that—less a function of trying to be more like who you wish you were and more of recognizing the magnificence of who you really are.

Remember, our possibilities at any moment in life are computed not from how we like to think of ourselves but from whom we truly believe we are. So the more you align your self-image with the reality of your authentic self, the richer and more rewarding your life will be. This is not a new concept and is contained in every spiritual system of teaching on the planet.

What follows is a variation on Dr. Maltz's original visualization, updated to incorporate the latest findings in brain science and self-image psychology. When I guide my clients and the participants in my trainings through it, they often report life-changing insights and find themselves unable to view themselves or the world in the same way afterwards.

By repeating this simple exercise at least once a day every day for a week, you will allow your self-image to easily integrate with your authentic self.
Reprogramming Your Self-image for Success

1. Take a few moments to relax and breathe deeply. As your muscles relax, it becomes easier and easier to unleash your imagination.

2. Now, imagine another you standing in front of you. This is the most magnificent you that you can imagine—your authentic self.

3. Take a moment to feel totally happy with your authentic self. Look at the way that the authentic you stands, breathes, smiles, walks, and talks. Look at how the authentic you speaks to others. Notice how the authentic you handles problems and goes for goals.

4. Now, step into and synthesize with your authentic self. See through the eyes of your authentic self, hear through the ears of your authentic self, and feel how it feels so good to live life as your authentic self!

5. Finish your programming session by taking a minute to daydream about how your life will be different as you live more and more from your authentic self. You can imagine yourself living authentically in any number of real situations from your past, present, and future.
Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate,
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It's our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us.
We ask ourselves: who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous,
talented and fabulous?
Actually, who are you not to be?
You are a child of the universe.
Your playing small doesn’t serve the world.
There is nothing enlightening about shrinking,
so that other people won’t feel insecure around you.
We are born to make manifest the glory of the universe
that is within us. It’s not just in some of us: it is in everyone.
And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give
other people permission to do the same.
And as we are liberated from our own fear,
our presence automatically liberates others.
—Marianne Williamson

SOME CLOSING THOUGHTS

As you begin to live the truth of your authentic self, it will
become easier and easier to act consistently with that
truth. This snowball effect (the larger it gets, the faster it
goes, the larger it gets, etc.)—what philosopher R. Buck-
minster Fuller called “precession”—is what will allow you
to make dramatic changes in only seven days.

Once we make a commitment, the rest of us aligns
with it. Rather than attach yet another image or limited personality onto your definition of self, the work you have done today will allow your greater possibilities and potential to come through. I personally believe that if there is a reason or purpose to life, this may well be a key part of it.

All truly successful people accept their brilliance—they are not embarrassed by it. While aligning your self-image with the reality of your authentic self is not the answer to all of life’s problems, it will help you to respond to your life more resourcefully. As who you think you are and who you really are become more and more aligned, you will begin to feel truly good about yourself, even before your life changes on the outside.

And as I’ve found out for myself, the better you feel on the inside, the better your life will become.

I want you to know you are unique—there is no one who has ever lived who can do things exactly the way you do them. You have a special gift of uniqueness to bring to the world. Over the next six days, we’ll identify that gift and begin to work on ways you can share it with the world!

Until tomorrow,
Paul McKenna

PS. Would you like to be able to feel just about whatever you want whenever you want to feel it?

Tomorrow, I’m going to share with you the secrets of how to master your emotions and run your own brain, and you’re going to learn how your state of mind and body, your emotions, affects everything in your life. . . .
DAY
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A USER'S MANUAL FOR YOUR BRAIN

Master your emotions and release your full potential
Before you begin today, listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance), then take a few moments to go through the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise from day one:

1. Relax and breathe deeply. As your muscles relax, it becomes easier and easier to unleash your imagination.

2. Now, imagine another you standing in front of you. This is the most magnificent you that you can imagine—your authentic self.

3. Take a moment to feel totally happy with your authentic self. Look at the way that the authentic you stands, breathes, smiles, walks, and talks. Look at how the authentic you speaks to others. Notice how the authentic you handles problems and goes for goals.

4. Now, step into and synthesize with your authentic self. See through the eyes of your authentic self, hear through the ears of your authentic self, and feel how it feels so good to live life as your authentic self!

5. Finish your programming session by taking a minute to daydream about how your life will be different as you live more and more from your authentic self. You can imagine yourself living authentically in any number of real situations from your past, present and future.
Two monks were wandering through the forest when they came upon a beautiful courtesan standing on the banks of a flooded stream. Because they had sworn a vow of chastity, the younger monk ignored the woman and crossed the stream quickly.

Realizing that the beautiful woman could not safely cross the stream by herself, the older monk gathered her up in his arms and carried her across the stream. Once they had reached the other side, he gently returned her to the ground. She smiled her thanks, and the two monks continued on their way.

The young monk quietly seethed as he replayed the incident again and again in his mind.

How could he? the young monk thought angrily to himself. Does our vow of chastity mean nothing to him? The more the young monk thought about what he had seen, the angrier he became, and the argument in his head grew louder: Why, had I done such a thing I would've been thrown out of our order. This is
disgusting. I may not have been a monk as long as he has, but I know right from wrong.

He looked over at the older monk to see if he at least was showing remorse for what he had done, but the man seemed as serene and peaceful as ever.

Finally, the young monk could stand it no longer.

“How could you do that?” he demanded. “How could you even look at that woman, let alone pick her up and carry her? Do you not remember your vow of chastity?”

The older monk looked surprised, then smiled with great kindness in his eyes.

“I am no longer carrying her, brother. Are you?”
THE 1,000-YARD WALK

Have you ever wondered how some athletes or stage performers suddenly seem to come alive when it is their time to perform?

When Elvis Presley arrived at a new concert venue, he would have his dressing-room trailer placed exactly 1,000 yards away from the arena. No matter what state of mind he was in when he left his dressing room, he would use the 1,000-yard walk to guide himself into a state of confidence and charisma that was so tangible people would sense his presence and begin cheering even before he entered the building.

Today, I am going to share with you the secrets of mastering your emotions, and guide you through a series of exercises that will enable you to bring your most confident, charismatic self to any endeavor. You will learn the basic building blocks of any emotional state, and practice feeling the way you want to feel in an instant. Before we're done, I'll even share with you the technique that helped me turn my life around when I was first setting out on the path of self-mastery.

But in order to master our emotions, we must first begin by understanding what they are and how they operate.
WHAT IS AN EMOTIONAL STATE?

Have you ever witnessed the same event as someone else and found out later that he or she had a completely different experience of it from you? How is it possible that you could both be in the same place at the same time and yet experience things so differently?

Or take the example of heights—some people won't even climb a ladder, while others delight in climbing tall mountains or throwing themselves out of airplanes from 30,000 feet above the earth.

The difference in both cases arises from the emotional states you are in at the time. Love, anger, confidence, fear, apathy, and curiosity are all emotional states. We are constantly going into and out of these different states of being all day long, and each of them is as individual and unique to us as our own fingerprint.

An emotional state can be defined as the sum total of all the neurological processes occurring within somebody at any one time. A simpler way of thinking about it is that an emotional state is the mood you are in at any given moment.

We've all experienced many unresourceful states, such as depression, anger, and fear. Similarly, we've all had times when we felt filled with confidence, optimism, joy, and determination.

This is important because:

All human behavior is the result of state.
INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS

The pictures and sounds we make in our mind and how we make them

STATE ••BEHAVIOR

PHYSIOLOGY
Posture, muscular tension, breathing, etc.
PAUL McKENNA

Anything excellent that you have ever done or witnessed others do is the result of the emotional state you or they were in at the time.

Today, you’ll learn how to program your mind to experience more of the states you want in more of the situations you want to experience them!

WHERE DO FEELINGS COME FROM?

At first glance, it appears that how we feel in any moment is the result of events outside of us. Something happens in the world and we react to it by changing emotional states automatically. For example, imagine someone you are extremely attracted to. Now imagine that person has just walked into the room behind you. If you’re like most people, your state just changed!

In fact, most of us are completely unaware of how we are making our feelings from moment to moment. In reality, there is an internal process that takes place in the gap between the event and your reaction to it.

Physiology

One way in which we are constantly affecting our state is through the way we use our body. Changes in our posture, breathing, muscle tension, and facial expression all affect our feelings and behavior. If you use your body differently, you will have a completely different experience of being alive.
For example, take a few moments now to think of a time when you felt particularly nervous—perhaps before standing up to give a presentation at work, or before asking a particularly difficult question of someone you really care about.

STOP!

Wherever you are, plant your feet firmly on the floor, put your shoulders back, put a big silly grin on your face, and take a deep breath. Now try to think of that unpleasant situation without changing your posture. Keep your shoulders back and your feet flat, and keep smiling!

If you've done what I just asked, you've probably already noticed that either your feelings about the situation have changed or you're no longer able to think about it in the same way.

Our muscular tension or relaxation, breathing, and body posture all influence our states. If your body is tense, it is producing different chemicals than when it is relaxed, so of course you will feel different and think different thoughts.

**Internal Representations**

The other key determining factor in how we feel from moment to moment is the pictures we make in our imagination and the way we talk to ourselves in our head. We refer to these images and sounds as *internal representations*, and they are just that—representations of reality, not reality itself.
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Your internal representations of reality are unique to you—your own perception of the world, but as incomplete and filled with generalizations, deletions, and distortions.

This is the reason why two people can witness the exact same event and yet experience it completely differently. In the words of the father of modern linguistics, Count Alfred Korzybski, "the map is not the territory."

THE MOVIES OF YOUR MIND

In my experience, everybody has the ability to visualize. To prove this to yourself, answer the following questions:

1. What does your front door look like? What color is it? Which side is the handle on?

2. What was the first car you ever drove? What did it look like? What color was it?

In order to answer these questions, you had to go into your imagination and make pictures. Now, for 99 percent of people, these images will not be "photo-quality"—and that's a good thing. If your internal images were as realistic as what you see in the real world, you wouldn't be able to tell the difference!

Similarly, we all have the ability to talk to ourselves
and make sounds in our mind. Sometimes this ability can uplift us. For example, think of a song you like or your favorite piece of music. Remember the sound of the ocean, or hear the voice of someone you love offering you some honest praise.

On the other hand, have you ever had an argument with someone and even hours later you keep replaying all the nasty things they said to you that make you feel bad?

Let’s do an experiment. . . .

Imagine you have been asked to go to a party. Make a picture of yourself standing awkwardly in the kitchen. There is nobody around you that you know. Your least favorite music is playing much too loudly in the background.

On a scale from 1 to 10, how much do you want to go to the party?

Now imagine yourself standing confidently and comfortably, surrounded by lots of fun people who are really interested in spending time with you. In the background, you hear your favorite piece of music come on at just the right volume.

On a scale from 1 to 10, how appealing is the party now?

If you experienced any difference at all between those two scenarios, you can recognize how the quality of your internal representations will largely determine the quality of your life. Yet too many people exert more control over the movies they go to on the outside than the movies they play in their mind. That’s an example of you running your brain instead of you running your brain.
Recently I worked with a rock star who had a fear of flying. When we stepped back and took a look at the sequence of pictures and sounds that he made in his mind, it was easy to understand how he could create such intense fear in just a few seconds.

As soon as he even thought about going to the airport, he'd make a great big picture of the check-in desk and say to himself, "This is going to be bad!" Then he would imagine boarding the plane. As the door closed, he'd say to himself, "I can't get out!" He'd imagine the cabin filling with smoke, everyone screaming, the plane crashing to the ground in a ball of flames, and then his little daughter sitting at home saying, "Where's Daddy?"

Now, I don't know about you, but watching that mental horror movie even once is enough to make anyone scared, and he was playing it over and over again in his mind. Each time he watched it, he felt worse, and the worse he felt, the more horrific he made the movie!

Now, not only do I not have a fear of flying, I actually enjoy flying. When I know I am taking a flight, I think about where I am going and who I will see. I say to myself, "This is going to be good!" in an excited voice. Then I imagine myself sitting back and relaxing, with no telephone ringing, a nice meal, a fun movie, and, of course, beautiful female flight attendants.

Once the rock star learned to change the movie in his mind, he began to feel better about flying. Soon, he had reconditioned himself to the point where he was actually looking forward to his next tour. The moral of the story is this:
As you learn to change the pictures and sounds in your mind, you too will get conscious control of your life.

Let's try another experiment.

Think of someone who annoys you or whom you find it stressful to think about or spend time with. Remember his or her face. Now as you look at his or her face in your imagination, ask yourself:

- Is it a color image or is it black and white?
- Are you making it to the left, to the right, or directly in front of you?
- Is it big or small?
- Light or dark?
- Moving or still?

Now let's play with the way you are currently representing that person in your mind. Try out each of these changes in turn and notice what happens:

Movies of Your Mind

- If your representation of that person is moving, freeze-frame the picture so it is still.
- If the image has any color in it, drain it all away until it looks like an old black-and-white photograph.
- Shrink the image until it's tiny.
- Move the location of the image so it's farther away.
• Give the person a clown’s nose, pink hair, and Mickey Mouse ears.
• Imagine the sound of the person’s voice. Then alter it by giving him or her a deep, sexy voice. Change it again until he or she sounds like a squeaky little mouse.

By making these changes in your internal representations, you are reprogramming the way you feel. Think of the person again . . . now how do you feel about him or her? It’s very likely that person no longer triggers the stressful response. Not only do you almost certainly feel differently now, but next time you meet this person you’ll feel differently, which means the person will respond differently to you, changing the dynamic of your relationship for the better.

The general principle that we are working with is this:

Images that are bigger, brighter, and bolder have greater emotional intensity than those that are duller, dimmer, and farther away.

Next, let’s find out what an amazing difference it makes to be inside and outside of a memory. Here’s another technique for running your brain, called dissociation:

1. Think of a mildly stressful or uncomfortable memory.
2. As you notice what image or images come to mind, step out of yourself so you can see the back of your head.
Pull back from that image and mentally move as far away from the image as you can. Step all the way out of the picture so you can see yourself way over there, still in it. This process of disassociating reduces the intensity of the feelings the image was creating.

Now, let’s do it the other way round and step into a positive picture. This is called association:

1. Think of a time in your life when you felt great, and once again allow an image to come to mind.

2. This time, step into that image so you’re seeing through your own eyes, hearing through your ears, and feeling great in your body.

3. Make the image bigger, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger.

It’s easy to reduce the intensity, step out, and move back, or to increase the intensity, step in, and make it bigger.

Recently I was at a dinner party and sat next to a woman who was telling me how she was having trouble sleeping since she had been involved in a motorcycle accident. When I asked her to remember what was making her feel so bad, she described the horror of the crash scene as if it was happening to her all over again. Clearly, she was remembering what had happened from inside the picture (associating).

I asked her to simply step out of the memory (dissociate) until she could see the back of her head as she floated the picture far into the distance and made it black.
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and white. Instantly, the tension in her face reduced as her muscles softened. I told her that if she ever thought about the incident in the future, she should do it only in a dissociated manner. Two weeks later she called me to say that she had been sleeping beautifully and was feeling much better.

Here's a simple chart you can use for reference:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To diminish unpleasant or stressful experiences:</th>
<th>To intensify positive or resourceful experiences:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Step out of the image (dissociate).</td>
<td>• Step fully into the image (associate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make the image still.</td>
<td>• Make the image into a movie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make the image smaller and farther away.</td>
<td>• Make the image larger and closer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make the image black and white, dull, or out of focus.</td>
<td>• Intensify the colors; increase the brightness and clarity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Make the sounds farther away and quieter.</td>
<td>• Make the sounds closer and louder (unless it is an experience of peace and quiet).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power of internal representations can even turn a loser into a winner. A number of years ago an Olympic champion came to me because he was experiencing a loss of confidence. His sports psychologist had told him to
visualize winning the race as often as he could throughout the day.

Although he had imagined winning his race hundreds of times, he didn’t feel any more confident. In fact, he was now really worried about two other competitors. When I asked him how he imagined winning, it turned out that he was dissociated from the experience, standing outside of the picture. Essentially, he was telling his brain that the winning was for someone else.

But when I asked him to think about the competitors who worried him, it turned out he was making big, bright pictures of them looking confident and strong. I simply told him to step in (associate) to the picture of winning while taking the pictures of his competitors and shrinking them down into tiny black-and-white images. He practiced a few times until he could do it automatically. The next day he went out and beat his personal best in practice.

In a nutshell:

The way you feel from moment to moment is a direct result of the way you are using your body and the pictures and sounds you are making in your mind.

Now that you know how to influence your state, you don’t have to be at the mercy of others or of circumstances to make you feel a particular way. By taking responsibility for the pictures in your mind, the things you say to yourself (and how you say them), and the way you use your body, you can now begin to choose how you want to feel in any situation.
Nothing takes the wind out of your sails more quickly than a few critical comments made by the wrong person at the wrong time. And the worst critic that voice inside you will encounter is the one who, your head is not the voice of God. It just sounds like it thinks. It is For example, when you make a mistake, consider the tone of voice you use when you talk to yourself. Do you say, "Oh, goody, another learning experience," or is it something more like, "You stupid idiot; you really screwed up this time" or "When are you ever going to learn?"

Remember a time when you made a big mistake, and recall how you spoke to yourself. What does it sound like? Is it critical, angry, sarcastic, or resigned?

Many people presume that just because there's a voice inside their head they have to listen to it. But criticism is meant to be constructive, and if what your inner voice says is not supporting you, try this simple experiment.
Change Your Life in Seven Days

The Inner Critic

1. Stop for a moment and talk to yourself in your critical voice, saying all those nasty things in that unpleasant tone.

2. Now, notice where you make that voice. Does it seem to be coming from inside your head or outside? Is it at the front, the sides, or the back?

3. Extend your arm and stick out your thumb.

4. Wherever the critical voice was, move it down your arm to the tip of your thumb, so it’s now speaking to you from there.

5. Next, slow it down and change the tone of it. Make it sound sexy, or speed it up so it sounds like Mickey Mouse.

It sounds much less threatening like that, doesn’t it?

Now, even though it’s easy to change the voice in your mind, it’s very important to remember that the intention of the critical voice is positive—to stop you from making mistakes and help you do things better. However, criticism needs to be constructive if it’s going to be of any use.

Imagine that you wanted to help a child to learn something new. If you were continually yelling every time he or she made a mistake, the child would quickly lose confidence. However, if you use an encouraging tone of
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voice while pointing out what to watch out for or maybe a better way to do things, you would create an entirely different result.

Try this approach now with yourself:

1. Remember a time when you made a mistake and you harshly criticized yourself. Recall exactly what you said.

2. Now ask yourself, "How could I say the same message in an encouraging way?"

3. Step back into yourself at that time you made the mistake. This time, give yourself the constructive criticism instead.

Over the next few days, pay particular attention to how you talk to yourself. Play with your tone of the voice and the content of the message until you feel better in yourself.

The point is this:

You have a choice. You are in control.

HOW TO FEEL WHAT YOU WANT, WHEN YOU WANT

While it is a wonderful thing to be able to change your state in the moment, it is even more useful to be able to consistently feel resourceful in those situations that demand your best. Top Olympic athletes don’t train physically for four years and then hope they’ll feel good on the
day of their event. They submit themselves to an equally rigorous mental training regime, programming their minds and bodies to automatically go into great states when it matters most, in the moment of competition.

For the purpose of giving you an experience of programming your body and mind for success, I am going to take you through two simple exercises in boosting your self-confidence in any situation. You can return to this section at any time and substitute whatever feeling you want.

The more you practice these exercises, the more certain it is that you will become confident at a rate that is comfortable to you.

Whether you experience this boost in confidence straightaway or whether it happens a bit more each time you practice doesn’t matter. For example, I’ve seen people who have been shaking with nerves easily overcome their fear in just a few minutes; I’ve also seen people who were paralyzed by stage fright gradually evolve to the point where they can talk to an audience like they’ve been doing it all their lives.

Let’s get started. Read through the whole technique first so you’re familiar with each step, then go for it!

**Instant Confidence Booster**

1. Hold your head high in a comfortable and relaxed position on your shoulders. Let your spine support you. Imagine that a golden thread runs vertically up through your spine and straight up to
the sky and that that thread supports you. Let yourself relax, safely held by that thread. This relaxed upright stance is the natural position of confidence, and it will soon be as natural to you as breathing.

2. Now remember a time when you felt totally confident. Return fully to that time now, seeing what you saw, hearing what you heard, and feeling how good you felt. (If you can’t remember a specific time, just imagine how much better your life would be if you were totally confident and secure—if you had all the power, strength, and self-confidence you could ever need.)

3. Now make the colors brighter and richer, and the sounds louder, and allow your feelings of confidence to intensify.

4. Notice where that feeling of confidence is strongest in your body. Give this feeling of confidence a color, and move that color up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes. Double the brightness. Double it again!

5. Repeat steps 2-4 at least five more times. Vividly imagine that event where you are confident again in detail. You can use the same experience or add in new ones each time.
Now that you know how to boost your confidence whenever you choose, how would you like to be able to have a "switch" that allows you to fire off that confident feeling whenever you need it?

In the late 1900s the Russian scientist Pavlov conducted some famous experiments in which he would offer food to his dogs and at the same time ring a bell. After he had done this several times the dogs associated the bell with food, and within a short while he would only have to ring the bell and the dogs would salivate. He had created an association between a bell and feeding time. There was no logical connection between the two things, but through constant repetition, a neurological connection was created in the minds of the dogs.

The simple scientific reason is this: the brain is a mass of millions of neural pathways, with each idea or memory moving along its own path. Whenever we do something new, we create a new neural pathway so we can access that experience again more easily. Each time we repeat a particular behavior, we strengthen the associated neural pathway, just as when you walk down a path through a field the path becomes more distinct.

Research has shown that these neural pathways in the brain actually get physically larger through repetition of behavior. That is how people become "hardwired" to certain automatic behaviors, such as smoking and overeating. We can use that same mental architecture to design...
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pathways to success and happiness, and to create associations that allow us to switch on certain feelings whenever we want them.

I remember years ago when I teamed up with a huge promoter who booked my live hypnosis show into the biggest theater in London. I'd never played anywhere like it before, and when I first stood on the stage a few days before the show and looked out at the massive empty auditorium I started to feel fear in my stomach.

In order to switch on the level of confidence I knew I needed to perform at my best, I did the same exercise that you're about to do. I created an association between a feeling of confidence and a simple physical gesture, and I vividly imagined the event going beautifully.

The night of the performance I was feeling a bit unsure about how I would feel once I was out there. However, the moment I walked out on the stage it was as though a sheet of calm came over me, and I glided through a perfect performance. Despite the inevitable challenges that came my way, I felt so calm and in control that I handled all of them effortlessly.

I'm going to guide you through accessing a strong positive state. Each time you experience a peak of the good feeling, press the thumb and middle finger of each hand together to create an association between confidence and the physical gesture. Over time, this gesture will become your confidence switch, enabling you to access your most confident states at will.

Here's the process, exactly as I use it for myself. Once
Change Your Life in Seven Days

**The Confidence Switch**

1. Remember a time when you felt really, really confident. Fully return to it now—see what you saw, hear what you heard, and feel how good you felt. (If you can’t remember a specific time, imagine how much better your life would be if you were totally confident—if you had all the power, strength, and self-confidence you could ever need!)

2. As you keep going through this memory, make the colors brighter and richer, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger.

3. As you feel these good feelings, squeeze the thumb and middle finger of either hand together.

4. Now, squeeze the thumb and middle finger together and relive that good feeling.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 several times with different positive memories until just squeezing your thumb and middle finger together begins to bring back those good feelings.

6. Still holding your thumb and middle finger together, think about a situation in which you again, before you undertake this technique read through it first so you know each step.
want to feel more confident. Imagine things going perfectly, going exactly the way you want them to go. See what you’ll see, hear what you’ll hear, and feel how good it feels.

Practice this every day. The mind is very sensitive, and as you feel more confident running through those scenarios in your imagination, you will feel more confident when they occur in the real world.

Whenever you feel challenged, simply turn on your confidence switch by squeezing your thumb and middle finger together, concentrate for a few moments, and access your inner state of confidence!

THE SECRET OF CHARISMA

We all know people who have a kind of magic quality about them. When they walk into a room, it lights up and we feel drawn to them. They don’t have to be the life and soul of the party, but they are mysteriously attractive. Many Hollywood stars are not brilliant actors, but something seems to emanate from inside them that appeals to many, many people. That is the quality we call charisma.

Charismatic people feel comfortable in themselves. Because they are content with who they are, they aren’t desperately looking for the approval of others and they
aren't trying to manipulate others into liking them. Ironically, that's why we feel drawn to them.

I'm now going to guide you through two of my favorite techniques for cranking up your self-appreciation, making you feel more at peace in yourself and more charismatic to the world.

**Somebody Who Loves You**

1. If it's appropriate, close your eyes and think of someone who loves or deeply appreciates you. Remember how the person looks, and imagine that person standing in front of you now.

2. Gently step out of your body and into the body of the person who loves you. See through their eyes, hear through their ears, and feel the love and good feelings they have as you look at yourself. Really notice in detail what it is that they love and appreciate about you. Recognize and acknowledge those amazing qualities that perhaps you hadn't appreciated about yourself until now.

3. Step back into your own body and take a few moments to enjoy those good feelings of knowing that you are loved and appreciated exactly as you are.
PAUL McKENNA

This next technique is excellent for making you feel much more attractive as a person, and was devised by my colleague Michael Breen. In order to do it you will need a mirror. You are going to create an association between your reflection and the many compliments you have received throughout your lifetime.

One of the reasons this technique works so well is because everyone receives compliments and praise from time to time. Sometimes it may seem trivial, like "Hey, you're looking good today!" or "My friend thinks you're gorgeous!" At other times, it may be more significant, like "Do you know how much people respect you?" or "Thank you for being who you are and doing what you do."

Sincere, positive appreciation from others, especially appreciation that you might not have been able to accept from the point of view you had at the time, can be valuable in learning to appreciate your own qualities more fully and enhance your self-respect now.

What's Right with You?

1. Standing in front of a mirror with your eyes closed, recall a specific time when you were paid a compliment by someone you respect or trust. Run through the experience in vivid detail.

2. As you recall the compliment and the sincerity of the person who said it, pay particular attention to your feelings of trust and regard for the other person.
3. When you feel that as strongly as possible, open your eyes and look in the mirror. Allow yourself to really see what that person saw, and notice how that feels.

4. When you are really feeling wonderful about yourself, squeeze together your thumb and middle finger. Allow the feelings of self-love and self-respect to blend with the feelings of confidence that are already there.

Remember to use these techniques every day, and don’t be too surprised about how confident and charismatic you become. As your confidence increases each day, you’ll find yourself naturally doing things that you used to only dream of!

DEVELOPING YOUR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Okay, we’re coming to the end of one of the most important lessons you will ever learn. We have seen how we can change our feelings by modifying the way we use our body, the way we talk to ourselves, and the pictures we make in our mind. So does this mean we’ll never feel angry, sad, or fearful again? Well, sometimes, for some people, it might be that simple, but for most of us there’s another aspect of our emotional life that has to be considered.
Working with your feelings is really learning to use your emotional intelligence to the full. There is a whole world of understanding and insight available through your emotions.

An emotion is a bit like someone knocking on your door to deliver a message. If the message is urgent, it knocks loudly. If it is very urgent, it knocks very loudly. If you don't answer the door, it knocks louder and louder until you open the door. Then it delivers its message. As soon as you understand even part of it, it becomes part of your self-understanding. You are changed, and the emotion has done its job.

This does not mean that all emotions are immediately infallible guides to action. Far from it. But to reach the wisdom of our emotions, we must work with them. We have to remember that we experience a huge range of feelings—almost as great a range as we have thoughts. Some of our thoughts are banal and meaningless; others are meaningful and worthwhile. It is the same with our feelings. Some are trivial; others are profound.

Unfortunately, for the last three hundred years Western culture has woefully undervalued emotions. Indeed, most Western cultures place a high value on suppressing and ignoring emotional reactions. Yet learning to handle our emotions and to understand them is a fundamental part of growing up, just like learning to use our mind to think clearly or using our hands to write or draw or make things.

At this point, you may be wondering: "How can I tell the difference between emotions that are just reactions
to the pictures in my head and emotions that have an important message I need to learn from?"

The answer is simple. If an emotion is unimportant or no longer truly relevant to your life, it vanishes when you change the pictures in your head. If it is important and relates to a real, current situation that you need to learn from, it will come back, again and again and again. In that case, when the emotion turns up you need to listen and learn from it. As for how to do that, read on. . ..

THE NEGATIVITY FAST

The final technique for today is one of the most powerful in the whole book, and everyone can benefit from it. I first began using it in 1990, and I almost immediately noticed a remarkable upturn in my confidence and ability to solve problems and reach my goals.

We have already seen that the more often we repeat a pattern of behavior, the stronger that pattern becomes. When we indulge in negativity over the years, we literally hardwire ourselves to be negative.

For the rest of the week, you are going to interrupt that pattern. You are going to starve yourself of negativity and retrain yourself to be more positive instead. Don’t just read this, live it for the next week. This process alone will rewrite the operating software of your mind—it’s a process that will serve you well for the rest of your life!

Here’s how it works.

For the next week, whenever you feel bad about
anything, stop what you’re doing (as soon as it is safe to do so) and follow these five easy steps:

The Negativity Fast

1. Ask yourself what you are feeling bad about and notice what image, sound, or words come to mind.

Remember, your emotions are like signals, letting you know when you need to pay extra attention to some aspect of your experience. Every feeling in your body is linked to an internal picture, sound, or the words you say to yourself in your mind.

2. Listen for the message or positive intention of the emotion.

Negative emotions are just messengers sent by your mind and body to let you know it’s time to pay attention to something. For example, if I have a worrying feeling and I stop and notice, what comes to mind is the image of an upcoming meeting. My mind is trying to alert me to things that might go wrong in that meeting and make sure I am well prepared.

3. Act on the message!

So, in our example, I might make a list of all the things I can do to stop those problems occurring, and take action on at least one of them.

4. Turn off the messenger.

This is like hanging up the phone or resetting the smoke alarm. When I’ve heeded my mind’s warning, I drain all the
color out of the image, shrink it down to the size of a postage stamp, and send it off into the distance. If the picture pops back, it's because there's still something you need to be aware of, so find out what it is.

5. **Program your desired future.**

Finally, imagine events going exactly the way you want them to. In the example of my upcoming meeting, I make a big, bright movie of the meeting going perfectly and watch it all the way up to the happy ending.

Test this amazing process out now for yourself:

1. **Think about something that makes you feel bad,** and notice what image comes to mind. As you pay attention to that image, notice:
   
   - Is it color or black and white?
   - Where is it located? Is it in front of you? Or to the left or right?
   - Is it big or small?
   - Is it a movie or a still image?
   - Is it a solid image or transparent?
   - Is there any sound with this image?

2. **Now STOP!**

   All of this information is what gives the bad feeling its power, and you were unconscious of it going on until a moment ago. So now that you are aware of it, we're going
to ask what its intention is. What message does the emotion want to give you?

3. Now, take a few moments to brainstorm some ways you can solve those problems. If you have time, you can write down some notes. If not, just ask your unconscious mind to remind you at the next available opportunity.

4. Then drain all the color out of the image, shrink it, and move it off into the distance. If it happens to reappear, ask yourself if there’s anything you’ve missed. Then just drain the color out again, shrink it so it’s small, and move it far away once again.

5. Finally, take a few moments to imagine your life as you would ideally like it to be. How do you want to be? What kinds of things would you like to do? What would you most want to have?

With every new habit we take on, there is a tipping point—the point at which it becomes easier to exercise than not, easier to eat healthily than to eat poorly, easier to think rich than to think poor.

Every time you practice, you will get benefits, but you will only get the most amazing benefits of this technique if you practice it right up to and over the tipping point. Use it every time you feel bad about anything for the next week. Through the sheer repetition of this technique, you will totally recondition yourself for success. You will become more positive, energized, and optimistic. You will start to look at life with more optimism, seeing
opportunities to succeed and achieve in situations where before you saw only fear, failure, and “more of the same.”

Until tomorrow,
Paul McKenna

PS. In the next chapter, I’ll be sharing with you the secrets of a positive perspective—how to turn any problem into an opportunity to learn, change, and succeed!
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THE POWER OF A POSITIVE PERSPECTIVE

The art of refraining
Before you begin today:

- Listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance).
- Review the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise from page 35.
- Do the following exercise in creating a positive state...

1. Remember a time when you felt really, really good. Fully return to it now—see what you saw, hear what you heard, and feel how good you felt. (If you can't remember a specific time, imagine how much better your life would be if you were totally confident—if you had all the power, strength, and self-confidence you could ever need!)

2. As you keep going through this memory, make the colors brighter and richer, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger.

3. As you feel these good feelings, squeeze the thumb and middle finger of one hand together.

4. Now squeeze your thumb and middle finger together and relive that good feeling. Think about the rest of the day ahead, feeling and imagining things going perfectly, going the way you want them to go. See what you'll see, hear what you'll hear, and feel how good it feels.

Congratulations! You have just programmed yourself to have a great day.
Here is an old, old story about a farmer in China. One year the weather was very good and his crops grew strong and high. All his neighbors told him how lucky he was to have such a fine crop, and he replied, "Maybe." Then the day before he was going to start the harvest a herd of wild horses came running off the plains and trampled all his crops flat. His neighbors came by and said how unlucky he was to lose his fine crop. The farmer replied, "Maybe." The next day the farmer's son went out with a length of rope and caught a wild stallion and three mares, and the neighbors came by to admire the horses and told the farmer how lucky he was. The farmer said, "Maybe." In the morning the farmer's son started to break in the horses, and no sooner had he mounted the stallion than it threw him, and as he fell on the ground he broke his leg. The neighbors carried him indoors and commiserated with the farmer, saying how unlucky he was that his only son was so badly injured. The farmer said, "Maybe." The next day the
emperor’s army came to the village on the way to fight a great battle, and all the able-bodied young men were forced into the army. But the farmer’s son was not taken because of his broken leg. All his neighbors told the farmer how lucky he was that his son had been saved from the army, and the farmer said, “Maybe.”
THE POWER OF
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A couple of years ago I met the actor Will Smith at a party. I told him that I admire his work and that I think he is a positive inspiration to lots of people. He stopped, looked at me, thought about what I had said, and replied, “Thank you—thank you very much. But I have to say,” he continued, “it’s been easy for me—I’m black.”

When I asked him about this rather extraordinary point of view, he told me that since he was a boy, he has made extensive use of the power of perspective. In any situation, he looks for a truthful but highly selective way of thinking that makes him feel positive and gets him excited about making things happen.

Perhaps one of the most important concepts in this book is this:

Your experience of life is primarily affected by the perspective you view it from. Depending upon the meaning we give to situations or events, we will feel and behave differently.

Some people always manage to look at things in a positive way. They have an ability to frame any situation in a way

There’s no such thing as bad weather—only the wrong clothes.
—Billy Connolly
that leaves them feeling empowered and strong. They can take a seemingly negative situation and reframe it to find the positive. For these people, the glass of water is always half full, no matter how empty it may look to the rest of us!

A few years ago I met the former RAF officer John Nichol, who was shot down while on a mission during the Gulf War. As a result, John was horribly tortured by his Iraqi captors. When I asked him how he managed to get through this terrifying ordeal, he explained how he framed it in his mind. He knew that no matter what, the torture and the pain would stop. Either his captors would get bored or he would pass out. Even though it was a terrible situation to be in, the power of his perspective of knowing it would stop was what gave him the strength to make it through.

You can change your life with the power of positive perspectives—today’s lesson will teach you how!

MEDIA AND MEANING

A highly effective communicator can reframe anything to create a different perspective or interpretation. In fact, there is so much spin in the media today that about the only thing you can know for sure is that if you don’t take responsibility for the frames you make in your life, then someone else will!
Advertisers get paid a lot of money to frame their products in the best possible light. They do it by creating the idea that somehow what they are selling will make you sexier, healthier, happier, or more stylish.

Public relations is about arranging the truths to put across your point in the best possible light.

Marketers, politicians, and even religions have all become expert at placing their products, services, or view of how we should lead our lives in contexts that make them appear sophisticated, worthy, or desirable.

The news media shapes our opinions of the world by which stories they choose to report. Rather than making those decisions based on what will help us make informed decisions about the world, all too often the choice about what is featured and what gets left out comes down to what will pull higher ratings.

In much the same way as a photographer tells you what is important in a picture by what he or she decides to include in the frame and what is left out, the meanings we attribute to the events in our lives are determined by the parts of our experience we choose to make important. Our interpretation of any situation depends on what we include or exclude from our frame of perception.

The fact is, everything is relative. When you think one situation is bad, that is because you are comparing it to something you perceive to be better. One of my favorite
examples of this comes in a letter from a college student to her parents:

Dear Mom and Dad,

Apologies for taking so long to write, but my writing utensils were destroyed in the fire at my apartment. I am out of the hospital and the doctor says that I should be able to lead a normal, healthy life. A handsome young man called Pete saved me from the fire and kindly offered to share his apartment with me. He is very kind and polite and from a good family, so I think you’ll approve when I tell you that we got married last week. I know you’ll be even more excited when I tell you that you are going to be grandparents very soon.

Actually there wasn’t a fire, I haven’t been in the hospital, I’m not married, and I’m not pregnant, but I did fail my biology exam and I just wanted to make sure that when I told you, you put it in proper perspective.

Love,

Your daughter

I had a friend who demonstrated the power of comparative framing even more dramatically. For months, my friend was continually telling me how frightened he was that soon he would be forty years old and his much younger girlfriend did not want to marry him. No matter how much I attempted to reassure him, he persisted in focusing on what he considered to be the worst thing that could happen—that he might be unmarried and without a family at the age of forty.
One day I noticed that he seemed calmer and was no longer complaining about his situation. When I asked him what had changed, he told me his girlfriend had recently found a lump in her breast. Though it turned out to be benign, he recognized that compared to the threat of losing her to cancer, not being married yet was little more than a minor inconvenience.

Remember, the advantage of being able to decide how you frame events is that it gives you more choices. More choices gives us greater flexibility, and as we’ll see in a few moments, greater flexibility leads to an increased ability to influence the results in any situation.

**FLEXIBILITY IS POWER**

Years ago the propellers on ships used to be attached with metal pins. The dunking was that by making the pins of the strongest materials, they would last longer and be more secure. Unfortunately, they were so rigid that if the propeller hit anything, they broke. Nowadays, ship propellers are attached with flexible rubber couplings. Although seemingly less strong than their metal counterparts, these couplings offer greater longevity and security through their flexibility.

Similarly, researchers in the relatively new science of cybernetics have found that the most powerful person in any group is invariably the most flexible. The individual who has the most ways of

Whoever sets the agenda controls the outcome of the debate.  
—Noam Chomsky
looking at things has the most choices and hence the greatest possibility of controlling the outcome of any situation.

The art of reframing the world with a positive perspective is not about ignoring problems but about having sufficient flexibility to make your point of view work for you instead of against you. When I'm working with children who have to go through an unpleasant medical procedure, I reframe it by turning it into a game; with grown-ups, I'll often help them reframe their fear as excitement and their procrastination as "perfectly timing the universe."

THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE

One of the most important lessons I've learned from working with successful people over the years is that failure is an attitude, not an outcome. That is, it's got nothing to do with the results you produce and everything to do with how you frame things.

For example, after Thomas Edison's seven hundredth unsuccessful attempt to invent the electric light, he was asked by a New York Times reporter, "How does it feel to have failed seven hundred times?"

The great inventor responded with a classic example of a positive perspective:

"I have not failed seven hundred times. I have not failed once. I have succeeded in proving that those seven hundred ways will not work. When I have eliminated all the ways that will not work, I will find the way that will work."
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Thousands more of those successful proofs of what will not work followed, but Edison finally found the way that did work, and in so doing he illuminated the world.

Above all, what Edison succeeded in doing was to frame his particular challenge in a way that helped keep him motivated. He was flexible enough in his thinking to give himself more choices. And you can give yourself the same flexibility!

Here's an exercise in putting the power of perspective to work in your own life:

The Frame Game

1. Think about a project or goal that you made happen in the past. What frame, meaning, or perspective did you or someone else use to get and keep you motivated and involved?

EXAMPLES:
"My boss kept our team working hard on a project by making it about contribution to the community."

"I got my son to do his homework by tying in his success at school to how much freedom I gave him around the house."

2. Think of a project or goal that you are currently working on or considering working on in the future.
3. What are some frames you could put around the project that would reduce your interest in getting involved and making it happen?

EXAMPLES:
“This is an experiment in failure.”
“Even if it works, nothing good will come of it.”
“This is just the latest management fad.”

4. What frames could you put around the project that would increase your interest in getting involved and making it happen?

EXAMPLES:
“She who dies with the most friends wins.”
“Whatever the result, it will have been worthwhile.”
“The universe wants me to succeed.”

A QUESTION OF PERSPECTIVE

One of the most powerful framing tools we all use on a daily basis is also one of the simplest—the power of questions.

Questions determine the focus of our perception as well as the amount of success, love, fear, anger, joy, or wonder that we experience on an ongoing basis. Some of the people I meet and work with are stuck or in pain because they are continually asking themselves negatively orientated questions.

Consider the question “Why can’t I do this?” This
question assumes that (a) there is something to be done and (b) you can’t do it.

In order to even understand the question, your mind automatically begins to search out all the reasons why you can’t do whatever it is that you perceive needs to be done. No matter what answer you give, you are accepting the basic premise of the question.

Alternatively, imagine asking yourself, “How can I most easily make this work?” This question presupposes that (a) this can work, (b) there are a number of ways this can work, and (c) it can be done easily. These assumptions or presuppositions act as a directional compass, and your mind then searches for how to make things work.

Questions direct your focus, and you always get more of what you focus on in life. If your quality of life is poor, examine your inner questions and ask yourself how much more empowering you can make them.

Some examples of common but unhelpful questions are:

• Why does this always happen to me?
• Why don’t I like myself?
• Why can’t I ever lose weight?

Now, ask yourself a new question:

**How can I ask this in a way that points toward the positive?**

So let’s learn how questions can empower us. Start by asking questions that presuppose the positive, such as:
• What is the most elegant way I can solve this problem?
• How many different ways of solving this problem can I come up with?
• How can I most easily stop doing ___________?

These questions make your brain sort for different information and put you in a different and more resourceful state. If you are not happy with the answer you are getting back, you can either change the question or keep asking until you are. Your brain will keep searching for you until a useful answer has been found.

THE WORK OF BYRON KATIE

All too often human beings become entrenched in an unresourceful place through lack of emotional flexibility. By asking questions that gently force the listener to experience things differently, I have seen people become free from years of painful emotions in a matter of minutes.

Byron Katie, author of the amazing book Loving What Is, uses a simple but remarkably effective set of questions that helps people overcome anger, resentment, and fear very quickly. She begins by asking if there is someone you are judging harshly—someone you haven’t yet forgiven for whatever it is that he or she has done. She asks for specific information, such as: "How do you want them to change? What should or shouldn’t they do? What do you need from them in order to be happy?"
Once she has elicited the perspective that is causing the resentment, she asks four simple questions:

1. Is it true?

When people first consider whether their point of view is true, the answer is often a resounding yes. However, she follows it up with a more searching question:

2. Can you really know that it's true?

For many people it comes as a surprise that they can’t know for a fact that what they think is upsetting them is true. A shift has already begun to happen.

3. How do you react when you think that thought/tell yourself that story?

This question gets you in touch with the negative consequences, stress, and upset of your mind-set. It quickly becomes obvious that continuing to view the world through this frame is unproductive at best and downright damaging at worst.

4. Who would you be without that thought/story?

In order to honestly answer this question, you have to move outside the limitations of the negative perspective you originally wrote down. Simultaneously, you begin to feel better almost immediately.
At this point, most people are ready to let the burden of the upset go and embrace their new stress-free mindset. You can work with these questions anytime you want to step beyond a limiting perspective.

POSSIBILITY QUESTIONS

One of the differences between geniuses like Einstein and many of the other scientists of his day was that he asked smarter questions. The types of question Einstein particularly excelled at are what I call "possibility questions." These are questions that focus the mind on what is possible but may not have ever been considered before.

Think of a situation in which you've been feeling a bit stuck and ask yourself the following possibility questions:

- What would happen if this just wasn't a problem anymore?
- What would it take for everything to be all right?
- If I knew there was a simple solution, what would it be?
- What haven't I thought of yet?
- If I made an astounding breakthrough in this area, what would it be like?

Remember the golden rule:

You always get more of what you focus on in life.
So it’s vitally important to acknowledge and concentrate on your successes, great and small—on what’s really healthy and rewarding around you.

**Empowering Questions**

Here is a technique you can use to put the power of a positive perspective to work in your own life, starting now. I ask myself these questions every morning; they force me to go into a positive state in order to answer them. The more specific you are, the richer the positive state you will create!

- Who or what in my life makes me feel happiest?
- Who or what in my life makes me feel most loved?
- Who or what in my life makes me feel richest?
- Who or what in my life makes me feel most passionate?
- Who or what in my life makes me feel most empowered?

As I answer each question, I build up a vivid representation of whatever it is I am thinking about, then amplify it. For example, when I am thinking about what really makes me feel happy, I make the colors brighter, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. By the time I’ve asked and answered each question, my entire outlook has changed for the better, and I’m ready to take on the day!
The secret of getting along well with others is to be able to see the world through their eyes, or, as the Native Americans put it, "to walk a mile in their moccasins."

The power of perspective helped the great Indian leader Mahatma Gandhi become a legendary negotiator. Seeing from many perspectives gave him flexibility in his thinking and actions that helped him to become a powerful negotiator. Some say he even brought about the end of the British Empire because he was flexible enough to imagine seeing things from the perspective of his opponents. During the negotiations over the future of India, he would view the situation from every possible perspective, even imagining himself standing over the shoulder of his negotiation partners and sitting in their seats until he felt he almost knew their thoughts. Because he took the time to prepare so thoroughly, it was as though he had an answer for all of their considerations and concerns before discussions started.

In my own experience, I believe that when attempting to see a situation from the viewpoint of others it is important to bear one thing in mind:

**People do what they do in order to achieve some purpose or fulfill some need.**

I personally prefer to believe that most people have a positive intention behind their behavior, even when they
are taking a position that seems contentious or contrary to our own best interests. When I encounter a situation such as that, I often ask myself: "What beneficial intention could be behind this behavior?" This helps me to approach the conflict from a much more resourceful perspective.

If you’re currently experiencing a conflict in one or more of your relationships, put this simple exercise to the test:

**Putting Your Relationships into Perspective**

1. Think of somebody you are having a problem with. Return to the situation where you had a conflict, or imagine that person is standing in front of you now. See what you see, hear your internal dialogue, and take note of how you feel. Now float up out of yourself and let those feelings go.

2. Next, float into the shoes of the person you don’t get along with. If you like, you can even imagine putting on that person’s head like a virtual reality helmet. Notice how the world looks from their perspective. See yourself through their eyes. What might they be saying to themselves about the situation? How does it feel to be in their shoes? Now float out of that person and let those feelings go.

3. Next, think of someone whose intelligence and wisdom you admire. It can be a friend, a mentor, or even a character from history. Step into their shoes and
imagine them watching the two of you interact. How would they perceive this situation as a neutral observer? Move to a position where you can see both yourself and the person you were having the problem with. Observe what's going on with "those people over there." What are they doing? What kinds of thing are they saying to each other? What kinds of insight do you gain inside the mind of this wise mentor? What advice do they have for you?

4. Finally, take what you've learned and step back into your own shoes. Look at the person you were having the problems with in new ways, and choose at least one thing to say or do to move toward a happy resolution.

THE POWER OF BELIEFS

The most powerful frame we can use to shape our perspective is what we choose to believe about ourselves and the world. Over the years I've often seen how one belief can mean the difference between ordinary workers and CEOs, success and failure, also-rans and world champions. Our beliefs can determine our level of intelligence, our happiness, the quality of our relationships, even our health and success.

In many ways, what we believe has a far greater influence on our life than objective truth. For example, it doesn't really matter how far you travel around the
world—you won't fall off it. But for thousands of years, the commonly held belief that the earth was flat meant that most people didn't even attempt to travel beyond the horizon. It only took one man who was willing to see things differently to transform the experience of the planet.

Beliefs are the windows through which you view the world. If your "belief window" is covered with too much negativity—ideas such as "The world is a dangerous place" or "People can't be trusted"—you will see a dangerous world filled with untrustworthy people. If you replace the beliefs on your window with positive ones such as "The world is a friendly place" and "I can trust myself," you get to live in a friendly world where you are able to make smart choices about every aspect of your life.

Your beliefs determine your decisions, how you feel about things, and ultimately the direction you go in life. They control everything about you. In the same way that a movie projector puts an image from a piece of film onto a screen, what you perceive in the world is a manifestation of the beliefs you hold in your mind.

If you are wondering what your beliefs are, then look at how you feel about your life. Do you feel in control? Do you feel empowered? Do you feel exceptional levels of happiness most of the time?

If not, this final section of today's lesson will be very important for you.
The legendary psychologist Abraham Maslow told this story about the power of beliefs:

A patient had no regard for himself because he believed he was a corpse, and his psychiatrist spent many sessions trying to convince him that he wasn’t a corpse.

Finally one day the psychiatrist asked the patient if corpses bleed. The patient was adamant.

"Corpses don’t bleed," he insisted. "All their bodily functions have stopped."

The psychiatrist then persuaded the patient to partake in an experiment where he would prick his hand with a needle to see if it bled. Sure enough, as the needle pricked his skin he began to bleed.

With a look of amazement the patient said: "Well, I’ll be darned . . . corpses do bleed!"

THE SEVEN KEY BELIEFS OF HIGH ACHIEVERS

Over the years I have had the opportunity to work with and study many people who are widely considered geniuses in our culture. These are extraordinary individuals from the fields of the arts, business, sports, and so on. As a result of the work I have done with them, here are what I have discovered to be the seven core success perspectives of happy, healthy high achievers.

Remember, a belief is no more than a perspective—a window through which we view the world. When you
choose to view the world through the window of these positive perspectives, you create a more resourceful point of view and can begin experiencing breakthroughs in your life immediately. Don’t worry about whether or not you actually think these things are true—just vividly imagine now what your life would be like if you knew that...

1. You Are the Expert on You

There is an old Sufi story about a man who was looking for his keys outside his home under the bright street-lamps that lit his road. Many of his neighbors joined him in his search, until one finally asked, “Where did you lose your keys?” The man replied, “Inside my house.”

Amazed, the neighbor asked, “Then why are you looking out here?”

The man replied, “Because there’s more light out here.”

The simple fact is that nobody knows you better than you know yourself. Even if you have spent your entire life searching for answers outside yourself, once you start looking within, the perfect answers to life’s questions will pop out more and more.

2. You Are Not Broken; You Do Not Need to Be "Fixed"

In the nineteenth century, the concept of people being "broken" grabbed hold of the nascent psychiatric community and became the standard for more than a hundred years. Geniuses such as Richard Bandler and
modern psychologists led by such innovators as Martin Seligman and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi see things differently. The emerging field of positive psychology is built on the premise that if we want to replicate mental health, we need to study people who are healthy, not those that are sick.

I’ve learned in my years of working with people in all walks of life that everyone does what they do for a very good reason, even though the reason may seem inappropriate to the outside world. Any dysfunctional behavior has a positive intent or once served a purpose that has since been outgrown.

For example, if someone has a fear of flying, it might be for any number of reasons, but if we assume the phobia has a positive intent, we know it will probably come down to the desire to be safe. As your unconscious mind finds new ways of keeping you safe without the unnecessary phobic response, the phobia itself becomes unnecessary.

This is why using modern psychological techniques, we can now cure lifetime phobias in a matter of minutes.

3. You Already Have All the Resources You Need to Succeed

Are you confident about tying your shoelaces or shopping for groceries? Then you already have the resource of confidence within you. Therefore, you can feel confident about speaking in public, approaching a person you feel attracted to, or anything else you desire.

Have you ever felt love in your heart, for a parent,
child, or a pet? Then you can be more loving with your partner, your family, or even yourself.

The only difference between you and someone who is already living their genius is learning how to access your resources at the appropriate times. This book helps you to do that!

4. You Can Accomplish Anything if You Break the Task Down into Small Enough Chunks

A few years ago a man ate an airplane over a period of a few months by breaking it down into tiny pieces. While I certainly don’t recommend attempting to replicate his feat, the fact is that any skill can be learned and any problem solved if it is broken down into small enough pieces.

When you train your brain to look at huge tasks in terms of simple, achievable steps, the huge tasks become much more possible. We naturally do this already. For example, when you want to remember a phone number, you break it into smaller chunks; if you want to buy an expensive item, like a car or a house, you pay in small, manageable installments.

My point is this:

If you want to knock down the wall between you and the life of your dreams, it's best to do it one brick at a time!
5. If What You Are Doing Isn’t Working, Do Something Else

In his bestselling business book *Who Moved My Cheese?*, author Spencer Johnson points out the difference between humans and rats. If rats discover what they’re doing isn’t working, they do something else; if humans discover what they’re doing isn’t working, they look for someone to blame!

I often hear people who are stuck say, “But I’ve always done it like that” or “I’m just not that kind of person.” The truth is, what feels normal to us is more a product of our programming than of our potential. If you want to begin producing different results in your life, you’ll need to step outside your comfort zone and do something different.

6. There Is No Such Thing as Failure, Only Feedback

When have you failed? When you decide to stop learning. Until then, every response you get is valuable information that can be used to tell you whether your actions are taking you closer to or farther away from what you want. In the same way, when an airplane flies to its destination, it’s off course 90 percent of the time, constantly adjusting its flight path to keep on course.

In fact, successful people recognize that success is what happens when you’re done failing. In my experi-

Would you like me to give you a formula for success? It’s quite simple, really. Double your rate of failure.

—Thomas J. Watson, founder of IBM
ence, the people who’ve made it have one thing in common—they’ve made 
more mistakes than the people who haven’t. Every mistake or failure is a learning opportunity in disguise.

—Richard Branson

Failure is a requisite part of the learning process, not the end of the learning process. In fact, people don’t fail—strategies, tactics, and plans fail. What do you do if your strategy, tactic, or plan fails to produce the desired result? Change your strategy, tactic, or plan until you find one that succeeds!

Fear of failure is a potent demotivator, but it loses its power over us if we lessen its emotional charge. This week, choose an area of your life where you’re having difficulty and give yourself permission to fail at least ten times. You’ll have to define failure for yourself—if you’re in sales, this might mean collecting at least ten rejections; if you’re a writer, give yourself permission to write at least ten lousy pages.

Success is often made sweeter when it takes a little effort to arrive at. Once you realize that failure is not an end but rather an occasionally frustrating stepping-stone, it loses its negative charge and becomes an essential companion on your journey to happiness, success, and well-being.

7. You Are Creating Your Future Now

When I am working with a private client on his or her goal, I will often ask, “If you carry on as you are, will you achieve it?”
To my amazement, they always know the answer, and more often than not that answer is no.

One of the most significant differences I’ve noticed between the people who succeed and the ones who struggle is whether they look into the past or the present to create their future. If you continually look to the past, you will always feel that history is doomed to repeat itself; if you look to the present, you will always find there is some new choice you can make to enhance your possibilities.

No matter how much you’ve struggled in the past, every moment of every day provides you with an opportunity to make new choices and create new results.

The New Belief Generator

I’d like to finish today with a simple exercise for your imagination that will enable you to train your unconscious mind to operate out of a new perspective more easily.

Choose one of the seven beliefs you have just read about that you believe will make a real difference in the way you live your life.

1. Stop for a moment and imagine that in front of you is "another you"—A "you" that already holds that belief you would like to make your own. Maybe you believe that you are confident, motivated, deserve love, and are full of happy, vibrant energy.
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2. Now, imagine what already having that belief enables that other you to achieve. Is that other you motivated? Confident? Strong? Successful?

3. Imagine that other you demonstrating those things effortlessly. How do they behave? How do they talk to themselves? What kind of voice tone do they use? How do they carry themselves? How do they move?

4. If it isn’t quite how you want it, make the adjustments that make you feel better. Allow your intuition to be your guide.

5. When you’re satisfied with the other you, step into them. Take the new perspective and behaviors into you.

6. Now think of a situation that you would like to view from your new perspective. Think through what it’s like to have that new perspective and what it will help you to achieve. How are things going to be so much better now?

7. For the next few weeks, act as if your new belief is true. Even if it feels like you’re making it up, this will teach your brain to run the new software of this positive perspective.

When you harness the power of a positive perspective in your own life, you get to make every day a great one!

Until tomorrow,
Paul McKenna

PS. In just twenty-four hours, we will move forward into the heart of our seven-day adventure—the secret of making your dreams come true. . . .
DAY
4

DREAM SETTING

Discover what you truly want and make your dreams come true
Before you begin today:

- Listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance).
- Take a few minutes to go through the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise on page 35.
- Use the power of perspective by asking yourself the power questions from day three:

1. **Who or what in your life makes you feel happiest?**
   In answering the question, you will inevitably begin to feel happier. Now let's amplify that feeling—make the images bigger, brighter, and bolder, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. Notice where those feelings are strongest and give them a color. Now, move that color and feeling up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes until it fills your whole body. . . .

2. **Who or what in your life makes you feel most loved?**
   Once again let's amplify that feeling—make the images bigger, brighter, and bolder, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. Notice where those feelings are strongest and give them a color. Now, move that color and feeling up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes until it fills your whole body. . . .
3. Who or what in your life makes you feel richest?
Amplify that feeling of richness—make the images bigger, brighter, and bolder, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. Notice where those feelings are strongest and give them a color. Now, move that color and feeling up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes until it fills your whole body.

4. Who or what in your life makes you feel most passionate?
Again, amplify the feelings by making the images bigger, brighter, and bolder, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. Notice where those feelings are strongest and give them a color. Now, move that color and feeling up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes until it fills your whole body.

5. Who or what in your life makes you feel most empowered?
You can amplify these feelings of power by making the images bigger, brighter, and bolder, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger. Notice where those feelings are strongest and give them a color. Now, move that color and feeling up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes until it fills your whole body.
6. Create an anchor for this super state!
While you feel this good, think about the rest of the day ahead, feeling and imagining things going perfectly, going the way you want them to go. See what you’ll see, hear what you’ll hear, and feel how good it feels. As you go through the ritual of building this super state each day, it has a powerful cumulative effect. You will soon begin to experience life in a completely different way. Instead of manipulating the world to make you feel good, you can begin each day feeling the way you want to feel.
A man was walking along a beach, reflecting on his life. He had always wanted to make a difference, but no matter what he tried, he wound up feeling as though he was spitting into the wind.

Suddenly, the man heard a loud crunch, and looked down at his feet. Right where he was standing, and for as far as the eye could see in either direction, there were thousands upon thousands of tiny starfish washed up onto the shore by the ocean waves and tide.

The man continued walking, thinking to himself about the apparent cruelty of the ocean. After all, those starfish hadn't done anything wrong! Yet before the day was done, they would be dead, washed up on the shore and left to die.

After a time, the man came across an old woman standing at the ocean's edge, throwing starfish that had washed up on shore back into the sea.
When he asked her what she was doing, she said she had always wanted to make a difference, and she had decided that today was a good day to begin.

The man looked from her to the thousands upon thousands of starfish that lay dying along the coastline and said, “For every starfish you throw back into the ocean, three more wash up onto the shore! How can you possibly be making a difference?”

The woman looked thoughtful for a moment. Then she picked up another starfish and threw it back into the sea. “Made a difference to that one,” she said, and she smiled the most beautiful smile the man had ever seen.
THE GOAL OF SETTING GOALS

I'm sure you've heard about the importance of goals before, so at first glance, some of what I'm going to share with you today may seem familiar. You may have even set goals in the past and got all excited about achieving them, only to find that your motivation waned when what you had set in motion didn't come to pass. Or perhaps you got what you thought you wanted, only to discover it wasn't, and you were left to reflect, "Is this all there is?"

But don't be fooled or tempted to skip ahead—today is going to be different. The crucial difference is that this time we're going to put goals in their proper place—as servants of a better life.

Today you're going to learn a whole new way of thinking about what it is you want in life. Goals are actually the least important part of the three-step process you will learn. Using the amazing techniques in today's lesson, I'm going to help you take control of your life and steer it in the direction you want.

By the time you're finished today, you'll not only be clearer than ever about what it is that you want, you'll also have begun to program your goals and dreams directly into your unconscious mind. This will make them easier to achieve than ever before!
THREE STEPS TO A WONDERFUL LIFE

There are essentially only three things you need to have a wonderful life:

1. A clear direction (your dream)
2. A well-aligned compass (your values)
3. Milestones you can visit along the way to your ultimate destination (your goals)

For our purposes, we can think about it like this:

When you pursue your goals guided by your values in the context of your dreams, miracles happen!

DREAMERS OF THE DAY

We all have dreams—deeply felt desires for a different, better life. Take a moment now just to fantasize, to let your mind wander—literally to daydream.

Answer the following question:

What would you do if you knew you couldn't fail?
If you paused and considered the question for even a moment, you've just done what all truly successful people throughout history have done—used a purposeful state of daydreaming to access the creative realm.

Nikola Tesla, the inventor of alternating current (AC) and holder of 111 other U.S. patents, could design a machine perfectly in his mind and operate it mentally for years before ever creating its counterpart in the physical world. Einstein imagined riding through space on a beam of light to develop his theory of relativity; Mozart heard whole symphonies already completed in his creative mind. Michelangelo, Goethe, and Walt Disney all entered the creative daydream or reverie daily as a source of ideas and inspiration.

What all these innovators were doing was a form of visualization, self-hypnosis, or, as it's known in the corporate world, strategic planning, which I will be sharing with you later in this chapter. All of us need to engage in this creative activity. In fact, the more time you spend in creative dreaming, the more successful you will become.

Why is this state of creative reverie so important?

Because for anything to happen in the real world it first has to happen in the imaginary world.

Stop reading and look around you—almost everything you can see started as a thought in someone's head. In order for you to improve your life, yourself, or the world, you first need to allow yourself to dream.
Viktor Frankl, a famous psychologist, was imprisoned by the Nazis in a concentration camp during World War II. Rather than see himself as a victim of even such exceptional circumstances, he derided instead to make a personal study of what were the psychological differences between the one in twenty-eight prisoners who survived the extreme deprivation and the vast majority who did not.

He observed that those who made it through were not necessarily the fittest, healthiest, or most intelligent, but rather those who had a purpose to live for—a dream of sufficient size, scope, and meaning that they had a burning desire to overcome any obstacle. Dreams were what kept them going.

When the mind has a target, it can focus and direct itself until it reaches its goal. If you have no target, then your energy is dissipated. Yet what you achieve in your pursuit of success is often not as important as who you become in the process. Here’s the great secret of our dreams:

When you’re working on a truly worthwhile dream, the dream is also working on you.
In the 1960s U.S. president John F. Kennedy talked of putting a man on the moon. He told Americans:  

We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard—because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills. Because that challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and one which we intend to win.  

Just as going to college isn’t about getting a piece of paper, dream setting is not just about getting what you want—it’s about becoming more than you ever thought you could be.  

I do believe that having goals is essential, because they give you a direction in life. You wouldn’t set out in a boat without a rudder—you could end up anywhere. We all know those people who leave everything to chance, getting tossed around by life’s random events.  

I also believe that knowing what your values are is excellent, because happiness comes from living your
values every single day, regardless of how close or far away your goals may seem to be.

But just as Viktor Frankl found that people can survive almost anything if they have a purpose, all the truly great achievers in history had this additional factor in common—they had a definite purpose, or dream. And knowing how your goals and values reflect that dream is the key to both success and fulfillment.

WHAT IF I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DREAM?

Studies have shown that less than 3 percent of us write down our goals. We don’t bother to design our destiny, preferring to stumble through life, leave things to chance, and wonder why we feel so bad. In fact, most people will spend more time making a list for the supermarket than they will making a list of the really important things they want in life. Yet as John Wooden, the most successful basketball coach in college history, was fond of saying, “If you fail to plan, plan to fail.”

In essence, all you need to do is to think of something you want, imagine what it would be like to have it, check to see if it’s okay for you to have it, think about how it might come about, then focus your mind upon your dream regularly.
Back in the late 1980s I sat down and asked myself, "If I continue along the present course I'm on, where will I end up? Where will I be five years from now?"

I was shocked to realize that if I carried on with my day-to-day habitual patterns of thinking and acting, five years from now I wouldn't really be any more fulfilled spiritually, emotionally, or financially. I'd just be five years older, a little bit more paranoid, and still living from day to day.

So I took myself through the process I'll be sharing with you today. I did visualizations like the ones at the end of this chapter.

The results were astounding, and are one of the reasons you're reading this book now. I immediately began to feel better. I suddenly found I had more energy. Opportunities flooded in, my finances took a significant upturn, and I became very well known. I began to attract the kind of people around me that I always wanted to spend time with, and do the things I'd always dreamed of doing. Not only were my dreams coming true, but I was finally living a wonderful life.

Based on that experience and many more since then, here is the seven-step system I use to guide myself and thousands of people on my seminars and trainings to live the lives of our dreams.
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—Joe L. Griffith
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The talent is in the choices.
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WHAT IF I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DREAM?

Studies have shown that less than 3 percent of us write down our goals. We don’t bother to design our destiny, preferring to stumble through life, leave things to chance, and wonder why we feel so bad. In fact, most people will spend more time making a list for the supermarket than they will making a list of the really important things they want in life. Yet as John Wooden, the most successful basketball coach in college history, was fond of saying, "If you fail to plan, plan to fail."

In essence, all you need to do is to think of something you want, imagine what it would be like to have it, check to see if it’s okay for you to have it, think about how it might come about, then focus your mind upon your dream regularly.
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What makes the dream-setting system different from traditional goal setting is that we begin and end with everyone's ultimate goal—living a wonderful life.

In order to do this, it will first be necessary to identify your core values—those things that make your life worth living. These will act as a compass for your journey. Once you are clear on your values, we will identify your big dream—the thing that gives you a clear sense of direction and purpose. Finally, when your compass is aligned and your direction is clear, we will focus on more traditional goals—the mile markers on the road to your dreams and the building blocks of your wonderful life.

This section of Change Your Life in Seven Days may well be the most important of all, so take your time with it.

Grab a pen and some paper and take the time to answer the questions in as much detail as possible. Don’t worry about getting it right—life will reward every sincere effort to make it better!

**Step 1: The Most Important Things in the World**

What would you do if the world was going to end one week from today?
Your answer to that question is the key to identifying your values—those things that matter most in your life. I have worked with a number of people who were at the end of their lives. I asked some of them what they wished they'd done more of and less of. None of them said, "I wish I had another Mercedes."

They said things like, "I wish I'd laughed more and loved more," or "I wish I had spent less time worrying."

I was shocked recently to hear one motivational speaker exhort his audience to devote twenty-four hours a day to the pursuit of their financial goals. "If your family doesn't understand," he went on, "get a new family."

As his fourth wife smiled and nodded at the back of the room, I thought, "What good is a successful career if it's at the cost of your marriage and you hardly ever see your children?"

The opportunities to live abundantly are all around us, but just acquiring the symbols of success will not make us any happier. When you learn to focus on your values and your life's purpose instead of just your goals, you will automatically begin to take the big picture of your life into account.

Now make a list of the most important things that emerged from answering these questions. Be sure to look beyond any material things on your list to the states of being that lie behind them.

For example, I remember in one of my seminars a man did this exercise and discovered that the most important thing in his world was money. When I asked
In his book *The Power of Full Engagement*, corporate coach Dr. James Loehr offers the following questions to help you get in touch with your core values—the most important things in your world:

1. Jump ahead to the end of your life. What are the three most important lessons you have learned, and why are they so critical?

2. Think of someone you deeply respect. Describe three qualities in this person that you most admire.

3. Who are you at your best?

4. What one-sentence inscription would you like to see on your tombstone that would capture who you really were in life?
him what having money would give him, he took some
time to imagine himself having lots and lots of the stuff.
When he opened his eyes, he said, "Having money will
give me a feeling of security, and if I have money, people
will respect me." What was really important to him were
security and respect—those were the states of being he
was pursuing money to try to experience.

Based on your list, choose your top five values—the
things on your list you absolutely cannot imagine going
without. These five things are the very essence of what
will give your life meaning—the most important things
in your world.

**If you do nothing else but live**
**these values every single day,**
**you cannot imagine how fulfill­**
**ing your life will become!**

**Step 2: Brainstorm!**

When it comes to your success, you
need to become unreasonable. You
need to have dreams that are beyond
what you and everybody around you
thinks of as possible. As George
Bernard Shaw said, "The reasonable
man adapts himself to the world; the
unreasonable one persists in trying

According to Paul
Aster's book *It's Not
How Good You Are,*
*It's How Good You
Want to Be,* former
*Spice Girl* Victoria
Beckham's dream was
not to be better than
her bandmates or
even to be a famous
singer but to become
a world brand. In
her own words, she
described her dream
by saying: "I want
to be as famous as
Persil Automatic."
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to adapt the world to himself. Therefore, all progress depends on the unreasonable man.”

With your values firmly in mind, make a list of everything (yes, everything) you want now, have wanted in the past, or can conceive of wanting in the future. Just get everything out of your head and down on paper. It is not necessary to have any intention of actually getting any of these things, nor is it necessary that you believe getting any of the items on your list is possible. No matter how weird or impossible it may seem, all you need to do is write it down!

Take at least five minutes to do this now before moving on to step 3.

Step 3: The Big Dream

Don’t ask what the world needs—ask what makes you come alive and then go and do that. Because what the world needs is people who have come alive.

—Howard Martin

You want what you want, whether or not you think you can get it.

—Robert Fritz

Only you know what you truly want out of life—what makes your heart sing. When you are answering the questions below, it’s very important that you don’t stop to consider whether something is possible or not. Just let the answers flow . . .

• What do you love to do so much that you’d pay to do it?
• What do you feel really passionate about?
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- What would you choose to do if you had unlimited resources?
- Who are the people or characters from history you most admire, and why?

Answering these questions will help you to get an overall idea of what your life's purpose is. It removes the limitations of your present mind-set and lets you become outrageously creative.

If you feel you want additional clarity, ask yourself the following questions:

- What did you want to do as a child?
- What did you want to be when you grew up?
- What would you do if you were guaranteed success?

Write down whatever comes to mind. You're not committing to anything here, and you can organize your thoughts later. You don't need to be too specific at first, and you don't need to figure out how it's going to happen—just let the creative process continue.

Now, think about all the major areas of your life—family, relationships, career, health, community, and spiritual development.

- What would you really love to happen?
- What would you really like to learn?
- What skills do you want to master?
- How much money do you want to earn?
- What character traits do you want to develop?
- What do you want to give back to the world?
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In a few moments, I’m going to ask you to begin to formulate your big dream. As you do, make sure that your dream is focused on what you do want, not on what you don’t.

One thing that all of the unhappy people I have ever worked with have in common is that they know what they don’t want and they focus on it to the point of obsession. What they haven’t yet realized is that you always get more of what you focus on.

For example, some people spend all their time thinking of ways to not be fat. Of course, the problem is that in order to not be anything you first have to think about being it. So constantly asking questions like “Why am I so fat?” and “How can I not be fat anymore?” is like continually reinforcing your mind with internal representations of yourself as a fat person.

By comparison, a question like “How am I going to become fit, healthy, and strong?” focuses your attention on what you want.

When you focus on what you do want as opposed to what you don’t, you are making sensory-rich experiences of what you will see, hear, feel, taste, and smell when you get what you want. By regularly concentrating on what you do want, you will condition your mind to attract more of it to you.

Take at least five minutes to do something completely unrelated to this exercise, then come back and write a first draft of your big dream. You can use the following form as a guide.
My Big Dream

The most important things in the world to me are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If I could be, do, and have anything in the world, I would . . .
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**Step 4: Measuring Success**

In the 1930s, a famous study was done of the factors that contributed to efficiency in the workplace. A team of social scientists went into factories to assess, among other things, the effect of increased lighting on efficiency in assembly lines. As was the typical procedure of the day, three groups were observed.

The first group was given increased lighting as they went about their repetitive assembly tasks; the second was given decreased lighting; the third, or control, group was simply observed going about their work in the usual manner. What happened next confounded the observers.

As expected, the group with increased lighting experienced a measurable increase in efficiency and well-being on the job. However, the increase in efficiency and well-being was almost identically matched in both of the other groups being observed.

After further experimentation, the conclusion reached by the research team was that the single most important factor in positively affecting the efficiency and well-being of employees was the feeling that attention was being paid to their efforts.

Here’s how my friend life coach Michael Neill puts it:

One of the simplest keys to staying motivated over time is to give yourself every opportunity to experience an ongoing sense of progress in the pursuit of your goals. Instead of waiting until you have either achieved your goal or failed, continually look and lis-
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ten for any sign of progress toward your goal; when you find one, grab on to it with all your heart. Seize on any evidence you can find that you are moving in the right direction and delight in it. Hold it large in your mind. Bask in its glow. Throw it onto your bed and roll around naked in it! More than anything else, it is this ongoing sense of progress that will keep you moving in the direction of your dreams week by week and moment by moment.

Ask yourself:

- What will you see as you achieve your dream?
- What will you hear?
- What will you feel, smell, and taste?

Your answers to these questions will give you a way of knowing if you are getting nearer to or further from your dreams, and will keep you motivated as you begin living the life of your dreams.

**Step 5: Overcoming Obstacles**

Sometimes we can get so caught up in our excitement over pursuing a dream that we overlook important factors that might interfere with our getting what we want.

I never ran 1,000 miles. I could never have done that. I ran one mile 1,000 times.

—Stu Mittleman, world record holder for ultra-distance running
As you project yourself into the future, ask yourself the following questions to ensure that living your dream will be good for you and doesn’t harm others:

- When I think about this dream, does it seem clear or fuzzy?
- Do I feel free in my feelings or restricted?
- Is this something I am moving toward or away from?
- Is this my dream or some other person’s dream for me?
- What hidden rewards might there be to not living this dream?

If your answers to any of these questions raise doubts in your mind, congratulate yourself! You’ve saved yourself months and possibly even years of struggle by identifying potential problems before they strike.

**Step 6: Setting Goals on Your Success Timeline**

Something amazing happens when you have a timeline of events that need to take place in sequence to lead to your dream—you know when you are on track.

How long do you think it will take for you to be fully living your dream? One year? Six years? A lifetime?

Working back from your dream date, figure out the major steps that will need to take place along the way and write them down. These are your goals—the milestones along the road to the life of your dreams.

Make a list of at least seven goals and a timeline that will let you know you are on the way to living your dream.
If you like, vividly live each goal in your imagination, seeing what you’ll see, hearing what you’ll hear, and feeling how good you’ll feel as you achieve each step. Most important, get a clear, big, bright image of each goal as if it is already happening now.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Step 7: Activate Your Resources

Now is the time to begin to explore what it’s going to take to live your dream. Again and again, I see people relying on the same one or two resources to bail them out of trouble or propel them forward toward their goals and dreams. Whether it’s their charm, their trust fund, or their friends, they have become so habituated to using these resources that they forget what else they have available to them.

When they get stuck, it’s not because they’ve really run out of options, but rather because their habitual knights in shining armor aren’t working or aren’t available to them in this particular situation.
In order to activate your resources and step outside your comfort zone, take some time now to list the myriad resources you have at your command.

Here are some categories to get you started:

1. **Your skills, qualities, gifts, and talents**

   **Examples:**
   loving, kind, a great dancer, a good negotiator, funny, can drink a pint of beer in one go, etc.

2. **Your community**

   **Examples:**
   - People you work with
   - People you work for
   - People who work for you
   - Family
   - Friends
   - Neighbors
   - Your “fan club”
   - People you went to school with
   - People you used to work with
   - Customers/clients

3. **Your available cash and credit**

   **Examples:**
   bank accounts, investments, home equity, business equity, etc.
4. **Your possessions**

   Examples:
   - house, computer, car, fax machine, photocopier,
   - desk, chairs, etc.

   One reason it's important to list our resources is that it forces us to expand our thinking outside our comfort zone. And when you are willing to do what you have never done before, all things become possible!
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Here’s an example of how the whole dream-setting system fits together:

My Big Dream

The most important things in the world to me are:

1. Making a difference
2. Happiness
3. Loving-kindness
4. Financial security

If I could be, do, and have anything in the world, I would... be a fantastically successful entrepreneur whose innovative products revolutionize the wellness industry and enhance thousands of people’s lives.

I will know I am succeeding when...

- See myself fit and healthy, driving a nice car,
- Wearing nice clothes, with money in the bank,
- Hear people telling me how much our products have enhanced the quality of their lives,
- Feel a sense of satisfaction and joy each day.
### Change Your Life in Seven Days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Goals</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>± 15&amp;sea.rek innovative wellness products</td>
<td>Witkin 3  months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Choose a product to sell first</td>
<td>Witkin 1  months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Save enough money to quit my job</td>
<td>Witkin 2  years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Travel at least three products on offer with at least five salespeople</td>
<td>Witkin 48 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Help develop one completely unique product for enhancing people's lives</td>
<td>Witkin 3  years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Patent my product and market it</td>
<td>Witkin 4  years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Earn a million dollars from my patent and be a recognized leader in the field</td>
<td>Witkin 10 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Now it's your turn. Fill in the form below or copy it into a notebook or journal.

My Big Dream

The most important things in the world to me are:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

If I could be, do, and have anything in the world, I would. ...
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*I will know I am succeeding when...*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Goals</th>
<th>Timeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. Next, we will take everything you have learned about what you want, what really matters to you, and what your biggest dream is, and design them all into your ideal week.

3. How does your week begin? Imagine the kind of people you have around you, the places you go, the things you have. How good do you feel? Where do you go each day? What do you do? Who do you see? What are some of the things that let you know how successful you are?

4. Continue to go through your ideal week until you can imagine every detail vividly. This should be an enjoyable process—if it feels like work, take a break and come back to it when you can relax completely and indulge your imagination.

TAKING ACTION

Of course, if all you had to do was think about what you wanted and it magically showed up a few moments later, everyone would be driving a Ferrari, living in a mansion, wearing expensive jewelry, and sleeping with beautiful lovers. It would also be chaos! That’s why the universe puts one more step in between thinking of what you want and actually getting it—the action step.

Some people sit around and daydream without ever doing anything.

—Henry Ford
At the height of his success, Hall of Fame basketball player Larry Bird was filming a cola commercial that called for him to shoot for the basket and miss the shot. The film crew had to film the shot seven separate times because he couldn't help getting the ball in the basket, even when he was trying to miss!

As you'll remember from day two, whenever we do something new, we create a neural pathway, so we can access that experience again easily. Each time we repeat a particular behavior, we strengthen the associated neural pathway.

This is why it is so important to mentally rehearse success. Most of the top athletes I have worked with played hundreds of successful matches and won thousands of races in their own minds before ever setting foot on the playing field. As you visualize living your dream every day, you will build stronger neural pathways to success.

Here's a simple exercise you can do every day to program your mind for success:

**Program Your Direction in Life**

1. Stop for a moment and vividly imagine what your life will look like as you are living your dream. What will you see? What will you hear? What will people say to you? What will you say to yourself? As you do this, really imagine living your dream in as much detail as possible. Create a rich internal experience as if you are already living your dream now.
2. Next, we will take everything you have learned about what you want, what really matters to you, and what your biggest dream is, and design them all into your ideal week.

3. How does your week begin? Imagine the kind of people you have around you, the places you go, the things you have. How good do you feel? Where do you go each day? What do you do? Who do you see? What are some of the things that let you know how successful you are?

4. Continue to go through your ideal week until you can imagine every detail vividly. This should be an enjoyable process—if it feels like work, take a break and come back to it when you can relax completely and indulge your imagination.

TAKING ACTION

Of course, if all you had to do was think about what you wanted and it magically showed up a few moments later, everyone would be driving a Ferrari, living in a mansion, wearing expensive jewelry, and sleeping with beautiful lovers. It would also be chaos! That’s why the universe puts one more step in between thinking of what you want and actually getting it—the action step.

Some people sit around and daydream without ever doing anything.
However, by creating a vivid representation of how you ideally want to live your life and focusing on it every day, you will become motivated to take action and you will know where you are going.

As the saying goes, a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. Think of at least one thing that you can do today that will take you in the direction of living your dream, and do it. Even a small step is fine—for example, a phone call or a little bit of research.

Remember that the moment you commit to something, providence moves too, and all sorts of unforeseen incidents and assistance occur. It's as though your commitment becomes a magnet for good things to be drawn to you.

In the words of Goethe:

"Whatever you can do, or dream you can do, begin it. Boldness has genius, magic and power in it. Begin it now!"

Until tomorrow,

Paul McKenna

PS. Tomorrow, we'll be exploring the first cornerstone of your wonderful life—abundant health!
DAY 5

HEALTHY FOUNDATIONS

Creating and maintaining a healthy body, mind, and spirit
Before you begin today:

- Listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance).
- Take a few minutes to go through the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise on page 35.
- Review your purpose, values, and goals from day four.

Answer the following questions:

1. How will you live your values throughout the day today?

2. What are three actions you will take that will bring you closer to the achievement of your goals?

3. Imagine you are living "on purpose"—how will you handle any challenges that might come up throughout the day?

As you continue to program yourself for success, you will find that your life becomes more and more of a splendid adventure!
Here was a hunter walking through the jungle. Suddenly he saw a tiger, but the tiger saw him, too.

He ran as fast as he could to get away and tumbled over a cliff. As he fell he grabbed hold of a tree root. There he swung.

He looked up and saw the tiger looking down on him hungrily. Then he saw another tiger appear beneath him, looking up at him hungrily.

He felt a little dirt fall upon his face. He looked up and saw two mice gnawing through the tree root he was holding on to.

To his right he saw a bee fly to a crevice. There he saw a bees' nest overflowing with honey. He reached out and tasted the honey on his fingers. The honey tasted delicious.
What is the number one cause of illness and disease?

A startling recent study by Dr. Bernard Stewart predicts that unless people begin taking responsibility for their health and well-being, global rates of cancer could rise 50 percent to 15 million new cases a year by 2020. The study went on to say that as many as two-thirds of these cases can be prevented and/or cured through lifestyle changes.

While some of these lifestyle changes are outside the scope of this book, the majority of them can be summed up quite simply:

Limit the amount of toxins you put into your body while simultaneously increasing your body's stress-hardiness.

Most doctors now agree that the mind has a profound effect on a person's sense of well-being—certainly nearly everyone knows you can think yourself into being ill. When I was a child, it never ceased to amaze me how many of my classmates would get sick on exam day. These are the same people who are always affected by what

What is it that heals a cut finger? Is it the bandage or whatever ointment is applied to the wound? Of course not; it's the body. The human body is self-repairing, self-healing and self-maintaining.

—Harvey Diamond
I call "cultural hypnosis"—they only have to hear a few people saying "There's a cold going around" and they catch it.

Research has shown that optimists generally live longer, happier, healthier lives. One of the key reasons is because optimal states enhance our immune system. Studies in recent years have now irrefutably proven that we can dramatically enhance our immune system by actively choosing our beliefs and consistently practicing visualization techniques.

But if the secret of health is a positive perspective, what’s causing all the illness and disease?

Let’s get right to the point:

The single biggest cause of ill health is an inappropriate response to stress.

Studies have shown that the major threat in modern life is being killed by our own defense system being triggered too often—by our response to stress.

WHAT IS STRESS?

According to the dictionary, stress is:

• A constraining force or influence
• A force exerted when one body or body part presses on, pulls on, pushes against, or tends to compress or twist another body or body part
• A physical, chemical, or emotional factor that causes bodily or mental tension and may be a factor in disease causation

However, the stress we experience in our own lives does not come from outside us—it is our body’s response to life’s challenges, both real and imagined. This stress response goes back to the earliest humans, as our ancestors needed extreme physical reactions and a burst of energy to enable them to fight a wild animal or run away. Even now, a certain amount of stress in our lives helps us to function—appropriate arousal of the autonomic nervous system actually motivates us to do things like get out of the way of an oncoming vehicle or add energy to a presentation or workout.

For example, when the mind perceives a threat, the heartbeat immediately quickens. Pupils dilate automatically, muscles tighten, and adrenaline is released into the bloodstream. The digestive process halts, your blood pressure rises, and the immune system is suppressed. This is known as the fight-or-flight response.

Now, if you are about to be attacked (say, by a saber-toothed tiger), you need energy and adrenaline to respond appropriately to the situation. The problem arises when we are continually preparing for emergencies that never happen. This puts an unnecessary strain on our immune systems, ultimately burning out our adrenal glands and spreading nasty toxins in the body.

I’ll say it again:
The continual inappropriate arousal of our mind and body can lead to illnesses.

And although this so-called negative stress used to be considered something that affected only people in highly pressured jobs, the truth is that to some degree it affects nearly all of us. And killing ourselves to keep us safe is like burning down the house to roast a pig.

These days we do not have to be constantly on the lookout for wild animals, but the twenty-first century is full of threats from all kinds of different sources. Any average day has its demands and stresses—driving to work there’s a traffic jam, you get into an argument, you receive an unexpected bill, the kids have made a mess, you are criticized at work.

These things may not consciously seem like threats to you, but your nervous system does not differentiate between a physical threat to your body and a mental threat to your ego. Research has shown that most worries are either about things that never happen or about things from the past that can’t be changed.

In fact, a lot of worry comes down to not having given your mind something better to do. Obviously it’s important to have an emotional dynamic range, and if someone’s attacking you, then you might need to get angry or scared to defend yourself. But what I’m saying is that the
stress response is being unnecessarily aroused all day long, and this builds up over time, causing problems.

The first researcher of the physiological consequences of stress, Hans Selye, remarked,

"The most important stresses for man are emotional. ... It is not the event but rather our interpretation of it that causes our emotional reaction."

By bringing a positive perspective to our lives and interpreting our experiences differently, we can begin to respond beneficially to the events in our life, rather than chaotically.

Whenever you've felt bad in your life, it was a product of your own stress response. That is why in our culture some people turn to alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs to change the way they feel— to cope with stress. As continual negative stress can lead to diseases, it is a problem that needs to be dealt with.

SO SHOULD I JUST AVOID STRESS?

Any study into the effects of stress on well-being and human performance can usefully be broken down into three areas—stress exposure, stress response, and stress capacity.

Most programs dealing with stress management focus on a combination of the first two factors—reducing stress exposure (downshifting) and developing more
efficient stress response (relaxation training, meditation, etc.). Yet of the three factors, stress capacity is the most significant in predicting long-term wellness and success.

The greater our capacity to handle stress, the more often we will perform at the peak of our abilities, particularly in high-pressure situations. How do we develop our stress capacity?

Simple—we systematically increase our stress exposure while balancing our efforts with what stress and performance specialist Dr. James Loehr calls "quality recovery time."

The formula looks like this:

\[
\text{Increased stress exposure} + \text{Quality recovery time} = \text{Greater stress capacity}
\]

Let's take a common example. When you work out your body, you are deliberately putting it under stress. To maximize the effectiveness of your workouts, you need to allow your body time to recover. Every time your muscles (including your heart, in the case of aerobic exercise) are put under stress and then allowed time to recover, they grow stronger.

Why do marathon runners and triathletes put such a heavy emphasis on interval training? Because it follows the same pattern. By alternating between periods of intense activity, such as sprinting or racing (stress exposure), and gentle activity, such as walking or coasting (recovery time).
Famous Nappers

Thomas Edison and Salvador Dali were both prodigiousappers who used an interesting variation of the power nap to recharge their mental and physical batteries. They would sit in their favorite chair by the fire while holding a spoon or other metal object in their hand. As their bodies drifted off toward sleep, the hand holding the spoon would relax, dropping the spoon to the ground. As soon as they heard the clatter of the metal spoon on the hardwood floor, they would arise refreshed!

POWER NAPS

Recent research has shown that the mind and body have their own pattern of rest and alertness, with one predominant cycle that occurs approximately every ninety minutes. This is when the body stops externally oriented behavior and takes about fifteen minutes to relax and replenish its energy.

Oscillating between stress exposure and recovery is not just a good idea, it is an inevitability. The most extreme example of this can be found in Japan, where karoshi, or death from overworking, has at times threatened to become a national epidemic. While death may be the ultimate in quality recovery time, job burnout, exhaustion, and mysterious illnesses that keep us from working are the more familiar ways we unconsciously fulfill our body’s need for balance.

Here are some simple techniques that you can use to diminish stress and increase your stress hardiness.
This has become known as the ultradian rhythm. It's those moments when you find yourself daydreaming and a gentle, sweet, soft feeling is present in your body. It is quite simply the body's own natural stress-control mechanism.

Unfortunately, many people ignore this message from their body that it is time to relax a little, and instead they have another cup of coffee or try even harder to concentrate. After a while they establish a pattern of overriding the ultradian rhythm.

In future, whenever you find yourself daydreaming and a feeling of comfort starting in your body, allow yourself to really relax for ten to fifteen minutes. You will then arise feeling refreshed and with better concentration afterward.

You can deepen this experience even further by practicing self-hypnosis. I often relax into trance and imagine myself sunbathing on an exotic beach. Given that the nervous system does not differentiate between a real event and a vividly imagined one, when I awaken from a trance like that I feel as though I have just been on vacation—and as far as my nervous system is concerned, I have.

The great thing about recharging your batteries with power naps is that you can do it anywhere—after a bit of practice, no one will notice. If you do it on the bus or the train, everyone will just think you are dozing.

The following exercise is the version of power napping
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The hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance) is designed to help you relax deeply so that you gain healthy replenishment every time you
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I use most days—it doesn’t take long, and it is a good habit to establish that will reinforce all your other stress-reducing efforts. Even if you work in an open-plan office or factory, you can always find an excuse to get out for five minutes—remember, repetition is the mother of success!

**The Power Nap**

Do this once or twice a day to give yourself recovery time and improve your well-being.

1. Begin by moving your attention down to your feet. Notice the feelings of your feet, their relative warmth or coolness, and their weight.

2. Take a deep breath in, then let it out. As you do so, imagine a pleasant, warm, and relaxing feeling developing in your feet.

3. Now take another deep, gentle breath in and imagine that warm and relaxing feeling traveling up the legs to your knees. Say "one" in your mind.

4. Allow that warm and relaxing feeling to penetrate your muscles and bones, gently spreading and soothing as it moves.

5. When you are ready, take another gentle deep breath and imagine that warm, relaxing feeling rising up to your waist, and as it does so, say "two."
6. Breathing in, pull the feeling of ease and relaxation up to your shoulders and say "three."

7. Let the relaxation flow up your body to your shoulders and then down along your arms to your hands.

8. Breathing in, let the feeling go all the way, right to the top of your head. Say "four" and spread those good, relaxing feelings all over your body.

9. Now, say in your mind "five" and imagine that relaxing feeling doubling, as if a new, fresh flow of relaxation was descending from above your head and joining the warm, relaxing feelings already going on inside you.

10. And as you imagine this flow of relaxation spreading back down your body, imagine any and all tension being washed down along with it, draining out of your body through the bottoms of your feet, making room for you to be refilled on each breath with new, relaxing, refreshing energy. Make sure you take a few moments to really enjoy those feelings of relaxation.

11. Pause for a little while to notice the feeling and then, if you wish, repeat the sequence. The more you practice the technique the more effective it becomes.

Stay with this feeling as long as you wish. If at this point your attention wanders or you would like to close your eyes, that’s perfectly okay—you will arise refreshed and alert in just a few minutes.
ESSENTIAL EXERCISE

As we have already seen, the body does not distinguish between an emotional threat and a physical one. So regardless of what happens, it prepares to protect itself by fighting or running away—but often there is no one to fight and nowhere to run to. The body gets worked up but cannot find a way to release its tension.

Fortunately, just as the mind influences the body, so can the body influence the mind. When you find a way to help your body release the tension of the stress response, it feels calmer, safer, and healthier. That in turn affects your mood, making you emotionally clearer and better able to function well—to concentrate, to relax, and to sleep soundly.

The simplest way to help the body release the excess tension of the stress response is to use up the energy and alertness for action that it has prepared—in other words, to get some exercise.

Now, before you throw up your hands in horror, realize that your exercise doesn’t have to be anything grand. If you are not used to exercise, even a brisk walk will be helpful. The point is to use up the excess tension and energy flowing through your body and to trigger the

All ten studies confirmed that exercise significantly reduces mild to moderate depression. And the three studies that compared exercise to psychotherapy found that exercise was at least as effective.

—Consumer Reports on Health
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body’s natural impulse toward rest, relaxation, and recup­er­ation, also known as the parasympathetic response.

The parasympathetic response is the sweet, soft feel­ing you get in your muscles when you have finished some heavy work or vigorous movement. You also feel a natural high caused by the release of endorphins, the body’s natural opiates. (We’ll talk more about these on day seven.)

While much has been made in the last twenty years about the value of aerobic exercise in increasing our general fitness levels, studies have shown that it is equally important in controlling stress. Swimming, running, or any exercise that oxygenates the blood makes controlling stress easier.

So even before you master the patterns of thinking and feeling that you have learned thus far in the pro­gram, you can give yourself a simple, easy, positive boost simply by getting ten to fifteen minutes of brisk exercise each and every day.

ENERGETIC EATING

Literally thousands of books have been written on what constitutes a healthy diet, many of which directly contra­dict one another. In order to more easily navigate the volumes of information and misinformation that fill bookstores, libraries, and the Internet, I suggest following one simple rule:

Learn to listen to your body.
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So even before you master the patterns of thinking and feeling that you have learned thus far in the program, you can give yourself a simple, easy, positive boost simply by getting ten to fifteen minutes of brisk exercise each and every day.
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In a fascinating experiment performed in the 1930s, scientists gave a group of toddlers unlimited access to a vast range of foods from ice cream to spinach, essentially allowing them to create their own diet over a period of thirty days based on nothing more than their own sense of what they wanted to eat and when.

The result?

Despite variations in timing, sequence, and frequency, every child in the study wound up choosing what was considered to be a balanced diet over the course of the month. As we learn to listen to the wisdom of our bodies, we too can experience the benefits of optimal health.

The fact is, some foods increase your vitality and well-being; other foods diminish them. Author and researcher Dr. Gay Hendricks recommends the following exercise to determine which foods are your personal high-energy foods:

**Step One:** Eat a food you like.

**Step Two:** Notice your body sensations forty-five to sixty minutes later. If you feel clear and energetic, you ate a high-energy food for you. If you don’t, you didn’t!

In Dr. Hendricks’s research, he discovered that when people felt energized an hour after eating, that feeling of...
energy tended to stay with them for several more hours, usually until the next time they needed to eat.

By practicing this simple exercise for as little as a week, you can custom-design a perfect diet for your own unique body!

Dr Lee S. Berk . . . conducted his own scientific research into the connection between the laughing brain and the immune system. Blood tests were carried out on selected control groups before and after a mirth-making activity, such as watching a funny film. The results saw an increase in the numbers of natural killer cells (NK cells), which are important for the immune system.

"Every day, cells in our body undergo a lot of change, creating potential carcinogenic cells, ” says Berk. "NK cells destroy these aberrant cells and are therefore significant in terms of immunosurveillance. . . . That doesn’t mean that a doctor is going to tell you to take two aspirins and watch Laurel and Hardy, but the reality is that now there’s a real science to the health benefits of laughter. And it’s as real as taking a drug."

—From The Guardian, March 25, 2003

MEDICINAL LAUGHTER

Recent research has shown that healthy people are usually happy people. That’s why a good sense of humor is so important. Having a sense of humor is vital, not just to
amuse yourself at parties but as an essential psychological resource. When you are lighthearted, your body manufactures different chemicals from those it manufactures when you are unhappy.

In *Anatomy of an Illness*, Norman Cousins writes of using laughter to help control his pain and ultimately heal his body of ankylosing spondylitis, a degenerative illness that at the time was considered irreversible in 499 out of 500 cases. Not only did Cousins recover, he went on to live in excellent health for another twenty-five years.

Research has shown that when we smile we release serotonin, otherwise known as "happy chemical," in the brain. So while laughing yourself healthy is still seen as radical therapy here in the West, consider the fact that the Taoists have been using the power of the "inner smile" as a healing tool for over 2,500 years!

I first came across the practice of the inner smile I am going to share with you now in the works of modern-day Taoist master Mantak Chia, who wrote:

Taoist Sages say that when you smile, your organs release a honey-like secretion which nourishes the whole body. When you are angry, fearful or under stress, they produce a poisonous secretion which blocks up the energy channels.

The practice of the inner smile I share below is the way I use it to release tension and promote ease and well-being in my own body.
The Inner Smile

1. Sit comfortably—ultimately, you can practice the inner smile anywhere, in any position.

2. Allow a smile to dance into your eyes. If you like, raise the corners of your mouth ever so slightly, like someone who knows a really cool secret but doesn’t need to tell.

3. Smile into any part of your body that feels tight or uncomfortable, until it begins to ease or relax.

4. Smile into any part of your body that feels especially good. You can increase the smile by expressing gratitude to that part of your body for helping to keep you healthy and strong.

5. Allow the inner smile to reach every corner of your body. Here are some specific suggestions:
   
a. Smile into the organs of your body—your heart, liver, pancreas, kidneys, genitals, and adrenal glands. If you don’t know where these organs are, it’s okay to pretend—your body will redirect the energy for you.

b. Smile down through your esophagus and into your stomach. Smile all the way through your large and small intestines and out of your bottom. (If anyone can think of a more delicate way to put that, answers on a postcard, please!)
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c. Smile up into your brain, then down through the base of your skull and all the way down to the bottom of your spine.

You can smile into your life as well as your body. Try smiling and expressing gratitude into a relationship, an environment, or a project you are currently working on, and notice how the energy around that situation begins to shift!

BELIEVE YOURSELF WELL

A few years ago an interesting study was conducted to try to discover why a small number of people survive cancer while the vast majority of people do not. The researchers interviewed a hundred people who had at one time been diagnosed as terminally ill but were still alive at least twelve years after the initial diagnosis was made.

The intention of the study was to discover any patterns of thinking or behavior shared by these long-term survivors. The results were startling but conclusive. While the survivors had all used different treatments, ranging from surgery and chemotherapy to acupuncture and natural diets, and some had even relied on purely psychological techniques or religious practices, all one hundred people shared one essential trait:

They believed that what they were doing would work for them.
Why can’t I just take prescription drugs to reduce my stress?

As they say in Alcoholics Anonymous, your body can’t tell the difference between a prescription drug and one bought on a street corner.

There are also other ways to improve your health. These days there are many reports about what’s bad for us, but let’s not forget one very important thing. We all have our own immune system: the body and mind working together to heal, protect, and regulate the fantastic vessel that we essentially are. We live in an age when incredible medical advances are constantly taking place. Drugs and surgery have become commonplace. Many people expect instant cures from the doctors for their ills, and they hand over responsibility for their health to the medical profession, preferring a prescription to instigating a change in their lifestyle or diet.

The cultural acceleration of use of prescription drugs has led to other problems. Dr. E. W. Marting believes that more people are killed each year by prescribed drugs in the United States and Britain than are killed in road accidents. Perhaps this is one reason why so many people are looking to alternative ways to improve their health.
In medical history, there is an interesting demonstration of the power of belief known as the placebo effect. A placebo is a tablet with no inherent curative properties. Because the United States requires all new drugs to be tested against placebos, there's an unusual amount of research on them.

On average, placebos are about 30 percent as effective as a medical drug. However, in some specific cases their effectiveness is much higher. Compared against morphine, placebos are 54 percent as effective, even though morphine is considered a class-A narcotic.

We are only beginning to understand the incredible power of hypnosis and its possible role in medicine and therapy in the future. Some doctors have recently proven how just using the imagination can affect your health. Other research has shown that people who believe they can control their immune system find that they can easily do so by using hypnotic or guided imagery techniques. Many individuals could actually increase the number of protective blood cells in their bodies almost at will, instantly improving their resistance to illness.

In a related study, two doctors at a university in Yokohama, Japan, demonstrated that 84 percent of subjects could eliminate the standard histamine response to poison ivy. The itching, swelling, and blisters disappeared when the subjects under hypnosis simply imagined the poison ivy to be a harmless plant. Just as important in our understanding of the impact of the mind on wellness, a large number of subjects broke out in blisters when they...
reversed the experiment and imagined the harmless plant to be poison ivy.

As a result of these and other studies like them, most health-care professionals now acknowledge that a patient’s attitude is a major factor in the success of their recovery.

**But What if I’m Really Sick?**

Another amazing experiment, conducted by Dr. David Spiegel at Stanford University, examined a group of women with breast cancer. While everyone in the group received the latest medical treatment for their illness, half of the group also learned self-hypnosis and did very simple guided imagery, imagining themselves relaxed and floating. After a year, the group that had learned to relax and imagine themselves relaxed reported much less pain and more optimism.

What really surprised the researchers didn’t emerge until much later. Ten years after the initial experiment was conducted, members of the second group had lived an average of twice as long as the first. While nobody is saying that hypnosis is a cure for cancer, regular self-hypnosis or guided imagery will clearly improve the quality of your life and may well have a positive effect on the length of it.

One of the first terminally ill people I ever worked with was a lady who had cancer. Each time she had chemotherapy her immune system became depleted, which left her feeling low, both physically and mentally.
Her doctor had explained to her that it usually takes about two weeks for the immune system to return to normal after the type of chemotherapy she was having, but once she learned the simple visualization technique that I will share with you in a few moments, her system was completely rejuvenated after just five days. The doctor could hardly believe it.

A less serious but equally dramatic example was an actress friend of mine who noticed she was getting a cold sore, which normally would last for up to five days. She was due to begin filming later that evening. She relaxed her body, then visualized herself using the immune-system booster each day for five days, crossing the days off a mental calendar one at a time. Five "inner days" later, she visualized the cold sore gone. When she came back out of relaxed visualization or trance, the tingle that usually signified the imminent onset of a cold sore had disappeared, and it never came back.

My inspiration for the immune-system booster came from an experiment carried out by Dr. Karen Olness at the Rainbow Babies' and Children's Hospital in Cleveland. The experiment involved a group of children being shown a video featuring puppets. One puppet represented a virus; another, which looked like a policeman, represented the immune system. The video was a simplified illustration of the internal workings of the body that the children could easily understand.

When the video was over, the children were told to close their eyes, relax, and imagine lots of policemen puppets running around their bodies. Saliva samples were
then taken from each child, and the results showed that their immunoglobulin levels had substantially increased—that is, their immune systems had begun working as though they were fighting off real infections.

I began wading through the clinical research in a relatively new area known as psychoneuroimmunology, or PNI. There, I found masses of irrefutable evidence confirming that it's possible to boost your immune system just by thinking about it in certain ways. The idea behind PNI is that our body knows how to repair itself and maintain perfect holistic health. Programmed into your immune system is the ability to recognize those cells that belong to you and those that are invaders from the outside, which must be destroyed or appropriately consumed.

Once your immune system comes in contact with bacteria, viruses, or abnormal cells, it will never forget the encounter. During its first exposure, your immune system produces targeted “biochemical weapons” designed to combat that specific abnormal invader. Your immune system is strong and intelligent enough to control and coordinate its actions so that you effortlessly maintain a state of healthy vitality.

The Immune-System Booster

A normal, healthy immune system is a wonderful thing and has almost miraculous healing powers. But those powers can be enhanced through the application of the simple visualization I will be sharing with you.

Here's a letter I received recently from one of my
students who used these techniques to make a dramatic difference in his own life and in the lives of others:

Dear Paul,

About five years ago, I received the worst news I could have feared. A successful sales executive, I had been troubled by strange bouts of dizziness, numbness, and slurring. At one sales presentation, I had even been struck dumb in midsentence. After extensive medical tests, the neurologist gave the dreadful diagnosis multiple sclerosis (MS), the incurable and degenerative nerve disease. The news came as a hammer blow. My dreams for the future were swept away, and the doctors told me to brace myself for "managed decline"—the heartless clinical term for the inexorable slide into dependency, disease, and death. With careful management, the doctors said, I might look forward to a period of relatively normal living—perhaps a year, possibly a little more—before the dreaded illness started to rot my nerves once more. I was encouraged to go away and cry, as I needed to come to terms with my plight. Two exacerbations of the disease in the space of two months indicated to my neurologist that MS was very active in my body, and his view was that this was likely to bring about my swift decline.

However, after six months of the deepest despair, my attitude about this disease changed, and I began to move toward hope. I transformed my way of life—starting with a radical change of diet—and reaching...
into my deepest philosophical and spiritual attitudes. The catalyst for this change was your CD *Supreme Self Confidence*. I noticed that from somewhere within a newfound hope surged. In my mind’s eye I created a positive and vibrant self-image, which I moved toward with increasing confidence. One year after my diagnosis, I was back to my optimal weight; following Lasik eye surgery, I had 20/20 vision for the first time; and I was even back playing rugby again. This was a positive reinforcement of my new, healthy, invigorated self-image.

In this time I also discovered that traditional Chinese medicine—developed over thousands of years—offered interesting possibilities. I threw myself into an intensive education in the subject, becoming first a patient of, and subsequently accomplished in, the ancient Chinese healing arts, particularly acupuncture and the advanced energy and mind-healing system of medical qigong. I have studied with leading grandmasters in China and the United States and I am now one of Europe’s foremost exponents of medical qigong, teaching acupuncturists how to utilize this powerful healing system.

I am now in the best physical and mental health of my life. I continue to harness the power of my unconscious mind as my life and health continue to flourish. Amazingly, five years after the evening I first listened to your CD, I have not had a single exacerbation of MS, and I have been completely symptom free for more than four years. I am honored to have now become a student of
Paul McKenna, and as a Chinese medical practitioner, I regularly and successfully treat people suffering from MS and other "incurable" diseases. As part of my treatment I often prescribe Paul McKenna CDs.

People like me—hopeless cases, as judged by Western medical standards—are living proof that the power of the unconscious mind has profound lessons for us all. For me, healing others is now more than just a mission—it is also an amazing adventure in life, and in living.

Whether you're as healthy as an ox or you're currently experiencing symptoms of unwellness, take a few minutes now to try the following technique:
Immune-System Booster

Please note: this technique is not intended as a substitute for medical treatment, although it may be used in conjunction with treatments prescribed by your physician.

1. Close your eyes and imagine your immune system in a way that appeals to you. My personal preference is to think of it as lots of light-colored jellyfish-type creatures, which is similar to how the protective cells actually look. Make sure there are plenty of them, and see them as strong and purposeful.

2. Next, imagine traveling inside your body to the area that needs healing, and notice how you imagine the problem manifesting. You might see the infection or diseased cells as lots of little tiny black jelly globules.

3. In your mind, see the big light-colored jellyfish encapsulating and devouring the little black globules.

4. When the little black globules are gone, it’s very important to then imagine the light jellyfish happily swimming and patrolling your bloodstream. This is to ensure that you do not overstimulate your immune system.

5. Now imagine a healthier you standing or sitting in front of you. See how the healthier you looks, breathes, and smiles.

6. Finally, step into the healthier you, see through the eyes of the healthier you, hear through the healthier you’s ears, and feel how much better you feel!
By now, I’m sure you’ve begun to realize your amazing potential for health, energy, and well-being. Return to the ideas and exercises in this chapter as often as you like to unleash that potential and energize one of the cornerstones of wealth—your physical body!

Until tomorrow,
Paul McKenna

PS. Tomorrow, we’ll take a look at another cornerstone of wealth and the key to a happy, healthy life—the ability to create money from every opportunity!
DAY 6

CREATING MONEY

Discovering the secrets of the millionaire's mind
Before you begin today:

• Listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance).
• Take a few minutes to go through the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise on page 35.
• Review your purpose, values, and big dream from day four.
• If you need more energy, guide yourself through the natural relaxation exercise from day five.
• Choose your favorite exercise from days two and three to create a great state and program your day!
In days gone by, there was a wealthy man who had a wonderful steamship, but as is the way with expensive things, it was prone to breaking down. One day, after a particularly difficult journey to a foreign land, the engine failed and no one could get it going again.

One by one every mechanic and engineer in the land was summoned to try to fix the engine, and one by one they failed. Finally, word came to the wealthy man of a wise old shipmaker who might be able to help, but at a hefty price. The wealthy man agreed at once.

Soon an old man who looked like he must have been fixing ships for a hundred years arrived. He carried a large bag of tools and immediately went to work. He inspected the large network of pipes leading to and from the engine very carefully, occasionally placing his hand upon the pipes to test for warmth.
Finally, the old shipmaker reached into his bag and pulled out a small hammer. He gently tapped against one of the pipes. Instantly, the sound of steam rushing through the pipes could be heard, and the engine lurched into life as the shipmaker carefully put his hammer away.

When the wealthy man asked the shipmaker what he owed him, the bill came to ten thousand dollars—a princely sum in those days.

“What?” the wealthy owner exclaimed, outraged. “You hardly did anything at all! Justify your bill or I will have you thrown into jail.”

The old shipmaker began to scrawl something onto a ragged piece of paper he pulled from his pocket. The wealthy man smiled as he read it and apologized to the shipmaker for his rude behavior.

This is what it said:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For tapping with a hammer</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For knowing where to tap</td>
<td>$9,999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You are one of the wealthiest people who has ever lived.

Now, I don’t know you, of course, but I can still safely make my assertion because our modern culture is so much wealthier than any previous society in the history of mankind. In fact, when I walk down the street in almost any city I visit, I’m struck by how much wealth there is in the world and how few of us are truly aware of it.

Real wealth isn’t just about money—it’s about your access to resources, whether or not those resources technically belong to you. The Indian guru Swami Muktananda, upon arriving in America for the first time, stood in the airport and said:

“They live in paradise, yet they will never know it.”

Just think about what you have accessible to you even if you have virtually no money at all—beautiful streets and parks to walk through, libraries full of books to read, schools for your children, and hospitals for your body. In short, things that were available only to the privileged elite a few short centuries ago probably feel like your birthright.

Real wealth is about having an abundance of good health and true happiness. It’s about having good friends or family you can share intimate and pleasurable experiences with and laugh with, people who stimulate
and fascinate you. Real wealth is feeling happy most of the time. It’s a sense of knowing that you are contrib­
ing something to the world and that your life is worth­while. After all, you are unique—nobody can do things exactly the way you do them.

Of course, wealth is also partly about having money. And today we are going to focus very specifically and very deliberately on that one thing—money.

ALL ABOUT MONEY

The earliest system of trade was bartering. Coins were the first officially sanctioned IOUs, used to represent the value of things in the world. Then came paper money. A bank­note or a dollar bill is essentially an IOU from the govern­ment. Until recently, they used to print only as many notes and bills as they had gold reserves to back them up.

However, in the 1940s the governments of the world decided to abandon the gold standard. Since then, they have been printing money as though it was going out of fashion. Now, the gold in reserve is only a fraction of the amount of paper money in circulation, and even paper money is being replaced by plastic credit cards and num­bers in computers.

So money is essentially a symbol of value—that is, it rep­resents value, although it has no inherent value of its own. Since our money is no longer backed by gold, why do we still act as if it’s worth something?
Because of our confidence or faith in the source of the money—in this case, the government that issued it. This leads us to a simple yet radical way of thinking about money:

Money is a symbol of our confidence in our products, our services, and ourselves!

Here’s how author Serge Kahili King puts it:

People can fail, too, when [we] lose confidence in them or when they lose confidence in themselves, regardless of the value of their goods and services. Likewise, people can succeed when people have extraordinary confidence in them or when they have extraordinary confidence in themselves, also regardless of the value of their goods and services.

If you want to have more money in your life—for yourself or to help others or both—then you have to make yourself more valuable in the eyes of other people. It won’t be enough to provide valuable goods and services, or to be in the right place at the right time, or even to pick the right numbers. You’ll have to be more spiritual than that. You’ll have to have more faith, more confidence, in your own value, as a provider or as a person.

This reveals the magic formula for making more money:
The more confidence we have in ourselves and/or our products or services, the more we will be able to charge for them.

And here’s the really good news: if money is confidence, and confidence is a state, then you already have everything it takes to make all the money you could ever possibly want—you just have to choose to cultivate it!

HOW I BECAME A MILLIONAIRE

Before I started using the techniques I will be sharing with you in this chapter, I was in debt, living from day to day in a tiny room I rented in someone else’s apartment. I had a small circle of friends and a job I didn’t really like. It was an effort to get myself up and out of bed in the morning.

Within a few months, I had completely transformed my financial situation. I made more money in those few months than I had in the previous few years. This new pattern in my life started a chain reaction, and I began creating money everywhere I looked. I developed an amazingly successful second career, the success of which is probably why you’re reading this book, and my circle expanded to include people I’m proud to number among my friends nearly two decades later. Within a few years, I had become a millionaire.

What’s fascinating is that until that point, I had always believed that in order to make money I had to go out into the world and get it from other people. Instead, as I
changed myself and my perception of the world, money began flowing to me. After a few more years had passed, I began teaching others the principles of how I had created abundance in my life, and very quickly their lives transformed too. Now I'm going to share those same secrets with you!

HOW TO OVERCOME THE POVERTY CONSCIOUSNESS

Research has shown that a massive proportion of those who suddenly get large sums of money—for example, from lotteries or inheritances—are almost guaranteed to lose it all very quickly. In fact, 80 percent are actually worse off financially just two years later. That's because inside they still feel poor.

If someone hands you a million dollars, best you become a millionaire, or you won't get to keep the money.

—Jim Rohn

In psychology, this is referred to as the Pygmalion effect, or the self-fulfilling prophecy, which I've talked about already. What we expect to be true in our minds will tend to become true in reality. Even if our expectations aren't initially accurate, we act in ways that are consistent with our expectations. Those actions then create the results we expected, and the "prophecy" of our expectations is fulfilled.

If you believe you can't really become wealthy, you will speak and act consistently with that belief and in most cases "prove" yourself right. Similarly, if you change your
expectations of the world to reflect your infinite potential for wealth, you will quickly generate the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that will draw money to you.

Our culture is continually programming us with negative financial associations. We have been taught things like, the Bible says, "Money is the root of all evil." What the Bible actually says is, "The love of money is the root of all evil"—that is, the acquiring of money for its own sake, as a commodity to be hoarded.

Or we are told that there is only a finite amount of wealth and that the more we have, the less there will be for others. Or that all rich people are liars and thieves. (It's common in our culture to hear terms such as "filthy rich" or "fat cat," which are indicative of an underlying mistrust of people with money.)

Many of these limiting ideas about money are historically derived. During the Middle Ages, the feudal system kept wealth in the hands of the privileged few, while the masses were tricked into believing that poverty was their salvation. This hierarchical system of power worked on the assumption that there is only a finite amount to go around, implying a scarcity of wealth. Poverty was glamorized by the church, and for many years it was actually considered a Christian virtue to be poor, with monks having to take a vow of poverty to be initiated into their order.

Some people who grew up during the Depression, or who experienced the rationing of food and essentials during

You can't help the poor by being one of them.

—Abraham Lincoln
World War II, still carry an unconscious belief that there just won’t be enough to go around. And many of them have unconsciously passed these limiting beliefs on to their children.

Even if you believe some of these things are true, it is important that you recognize the inherent problem:

**If you believe money is bad in some way, you will unconsciously sabotage your attempts to create more of it in your life.**

I’ve found that most wealthy, successful people tend to share the same simple habits and beliefs about prosperity. However, I believe that many people unknowingly use this same powerful principle to keep themselves poor, through the beliefs and habits they have toward money.

Instead of taking responsibility for their beliefs and actions (and therefore their wealth), they use their lack of money as "proof that they are meant to be poor. They have affirmed their poverty over and over so many times that it unwittingly became a self-fulfilling prophecy, a poverty consciousness.

This is not to say that if you are poor that it is in any way your fault. We are not responsible for the hand we are dealt, but we can and must take full responsibility for how we play that hand.

For example, some artists believe that they cannot have commercial success because it would compromise their artistic integrity. Other people believe that you can’t
be a good person unless you are always putting others first, even if it's to your own detriment. Some people stay poor because it feels safer—it's what they know.

As you use the Change Your Life in Seven Days system, you are going to let go of any old limiting ideas you had about money and reprogram your mind to become more prosperous and think like a millionaire. Here are two mental laws that explain why some people become stuck in a never-ending loop of poverty while others seem to turn everything they touch to gold.

A particular train of thought persisted in, be it good or bad, cannot fail to produce its results in the character and circumstances. A man cannot directly choose his circumstances, but he can choose his thoughts, and so indirectly, yet surely, shape his circumstances.

—James Allen

THE LAW OF REVERSED EFFORT

One of the most important ideas in hypnosis is called "the law of reversed effort." The law of reversed effort can be summed up in the pop psychology phrase:

What you resist persists.

Some people have deep-rooted beliefs that keep them poor. For one reason or another they sabotage themselves from getting rich. No matter how hard they try consciously, their unconscious beliefs will not support them.

Yet the law of reversed effort teaches
us that if deep down you think of yourself as poor, you'll constantly fear poverty. Since what you focus on you get more of, poverty is usually exactly what you'll get.

The exception to that rule are people who are driven to accumulate money by their fear of poverty. I've met and gotten to know some of the richest people in the world, but few of them have what I'd call real wealth. Many of them are workaholics, driven to look for their next million at the cost of time for family or friends. They are driven by a fear of poverty, and no matter how much money they accumulate, it will never be enough.

Obviously a concern for organized finances is not the same as a dread of poverty. But that deep-rooted fear of poverty is why some people manage to amass huge riches without ever getting out of the trap of poverty consciousness.

THE LAW OF ATTRACTION

Have you ever thought about someone and, moments later, the phone rings and it's them? How did you explain that to yourself? Was it telepathy? Coincidence? Magnetic attraction? Or perhaps you were thinking about getting a particular car and then suddenly began seeing that type of car everywhere. How did you explain that?

The Law of Attraction states:

What you focus on consistendy, you get more of in your life.
PAUL MCKENNA

When asked the secret to great wealth, billionaire H. L. Hunt gave a simple four-step formula:

1. Decide on what it is that you want.
2. Decide what you are willing to give up to get it.
3. Set your priorities accordingly.
4. Go about it!

If you focus on poverty and lack, you will tend to get more of that in your life. If you focus on the wealth that is already there, you will tend to get more. Those who focus upon the positive in life and attract it to them are called lucky. I personally believe we can create our own luck. That is what’s meant when it says in the Bible, “As a man thinketh, so is he.”

Whether or not you choose to believe in the law of attraction, it’s interesting to note that many highly successful people do. This is one reason why rich people tend to associate with other rich people and why they get richer. Your thoughts are an energy that is both powerful and creative.

Some people believe the mind is like a magnet, and what we hold uppermost in our attention we attract to us. In music, this is called the principle of sympathetic resonance. If you have two pianos in the same room and you hit a C on one piano, you will find that the C string on the other piano starts vibrating at the same rate. In the same way, you are always attracting people and circumstances that resonate with your predominant thoughts. Wouldn’t it be good to attune your mind to notice how many opportunities there are to become...
wealthier? If you want to become rich and stay rich, you need to begin thinking of yourself as someone who deserves great wealth. You must begin by feeling rich within for it to manifest outwardly. As you begin to truly see yourself as a wealthy person, you will see your financial abundance grow.

CREATING WEALTH CONSCIOUSNESS

What we are going to do next will help you develop and install in your mind a wealth consciousness. This is about much more than attracting money—it’s a change in your self-image to one of greater confidence and greater harmony so that you begin to notice the abundance that surrounds you. And it will greatly enhance your experience of being alive.

I’d like to share with you the same techniques that I used myself to dramatically increase my personal financial wealth. I taught them to others, and they also increased their financial wealth. Now I’m going to share them with you.

When I first decided to make the shift from a poverty consciousness to one of wealth, I was constantly worrying about being poor or how not to be poor. I had a scruffy little checkbook that reflected my scruffy little finances at the time. When a bill came in the mail, I’d worry about
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how I was going to pay it, and I'd feel poor inside. This continual focus on poverty kept me stuck in poor thinking and poor decision making.

Once I'd made the decision to affirm wealth instead, I began to open my bills and vividly imagine that I had thousands in the bank, far more than I needed to pay the bill. You can imagine how good that feels. I was sending a new message to my unconscious. Some people try to get the same effect by saying affirmations like "I am wealthy, I am wealthy, I am wealthy," but if there is a belief in the unconscious about poverty, the affirmation is next to useless. It's not enough to hide your head in the sand and pretend—you have to actually create the feeling of wealth by vividly imagining yourself as wealthy over and over again.

Of course, you do have to pay the bills, but creating the feeling of wealth will make the process more enjoyable and send you on the road to greater abundance.

The mind is sensitive, so it's important to signal to yourself that positive changes are happening. I changed banks and got a clean new checkbook to help me start to feel different. Then the real fun began.

I needed to get a strong sense of what greater wealth would be like, so I got an old bank statement, cut it up, removed the bit that said "overdrawn," rearranged the figures, and glued it back together so that it showed thousands in credit. As soon as I'd finished, I burst out laughing. Somehow, even though I knew I'd made it up, actually holding it in my hands made it begin to feel more real. I focused on it several times every day.

Another technique I used was to practice writing out
deposit slips and checks for millions of dollars until I felt comfortable doing it. By the time I was able to feel comfortable “depositing” and “spending” such large amounts, it was easy for me to see myself as a truly wealthy person.

To my surprise, within a few months the imaginary amount on my homemade bank statement had become a reality. Having that tangible piece of paper, the bank statement, had really helped. So I searched for other ways to make my wealth consciousness tangible.

I decided to make a “wealth scrapbook,” collecting pictures of things I wanted, places I wanted to visit, and people I wanted to meet. In order to make your own wealth scrapbook, start collecting pictures of things you want, people you’d like to meet, and places you’d like to go. Anything you’d like to bring into your life, bring into your scrapbook.

Then, every time you look through your book, practice creating sensory-rich experiences of your goals. If it’s a particular car, go take a test drive so that afterward you can vividly imagine driving one, over and over again. If it’s a beautiful house, imagine walking around it until you know every inch of it—the feeling of the carpet, the smell of the hallway, the texture of the furniture, and so on. It’s very simple, but it does take regular practice. You are rehearsing being wealthy, and like a Method actor, you need to totally get into the part.

One time I went into a Mercedes showroom and sat in a car to get comfortable. I smelled the leather, went for a test drive, and imagined it was my own. I took away a brochure to add to my scrapbook and imagined driving
it every day. Pretty soon my mind was so focused upon getting me one that I started to see Mercedes everywhere. Before long* a seeming coincidence brought a bargain deal my way, and I bought my first Mercedes.

A friend of mine really got into this type of creative visualization. He'd been practicing visualizing parking spaces, and amazingly, it seemed to work. So he decided to go for bigger things.

Although he'd never been outside England, he decided that he wanted to travel the world in style. He didn't have much money, but he collected some travel brochures, cut out the pictures of all the exotic places he wanted to go to, and stuck them in his scrapbook. Then, in order to make it real to himself, each Sunday for a month he packed his suitcase and went to the airport, even standing in line before finally turning around and going home.

When he arrived home, he'd watch a video of a program about traveling first class and spend time looking through his scrapbook at all the places he wanted to go. He really gave himself, his unconscious, that experience of traveling to and enjoying exotic locations. He focused on it for a month nonstop.

One day, with no warning, he was called into his boss's office and asked if he would like to become their international reporter. His boss explained it would mean traveling all over the world—first class. He could hardly believe it!

Most amazing of all, after a few months of traveling, he arrived at a small village in Switzerland where he began to get a feeling of déjà vu. It was only when he got
before England and checked in his scrapbook that he realized he'd been staying in the exact same village he'd cut out and pasted into his scrapbook and ultimately his unconscious mind.

Extraordinary as it may seem, I have witnessed so many such occurrences that I have become skeptical about the idea of coincidences and am willing to consider that although I don't know exactly how it works, our minds may actually have the ability to attract events, things, or people into our lives.

MONEY, HAPPINESS, AND YOU

Before we go any further, let me ask you a question:

What would having more money give you that you don't already have?

Whenever I ask this question in my seminars, people give answers like happiness, freedom, security, or power. However, money itself is not the source of any of these things. Each of these words represents a state you can generate within you, a neurochemical event in your body and mind. Let's face it—if money was the key to happiness, freedom, security, or power, people like Kurt Cobain, Howard Hughes, Marilyn Monroe, and John Belushi would still be with us today.
PAUL MCKENNA

Here's a corollary to the law of reversed effort:

If you want to get something in order to feel a certain way, feeling that way now will be the fastest way to get it.

Try the following technique to apply this principle to creating financial abundance!

Anchor Yourself to Wealth

1. Make a list of all the states and feelings you believe money will bring you. Examples: confident, happy, peaceful, generous, etc.

2. Choose the first state on your list. Remember a time when you really felt that way. Fully return to it now—see what you saw, hear what you heard, and feel how good you felt. (If you can't remember a specific time, imagine how much better your life would be if you felt that way now!)

3. Keep going through this memory. Make the colors brighter and richer, the sounds louder, and the feelings stronger.

4. As you feel these good feelings, squeeze the thumb and middle finger of one of your hands together and say the words "I am wealthy!" in your mind or out loud.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 with each emotional state on your list. Soon, just squeezing the thumb and middle finger together and repeating the phrase "I am wealthy!" will begin to bring back all those good feelings you associate with wealth.

This is your "wealth anchor." Use it anytime you are thinking about or wanting more money to condition yourself for success!

SUCCESS, MONEY, AND TIME

Another one of the fundamental aspects of the millionaire's mind-set is separating out your ability to make money from the necessity of spending time to do it. Trading your time for money is the cornerstone of poverty consciousness. (That's why you'll never meet a millionaire working for an hourly wage!)

If you want to create massive financial abundance, it is necessary to first recognize that your ability to make money is intimately linked to your ability to add, create, and provide value, whether to a person, a project, a company, or an enterprise. In fact, I'll say it even more clearly:

Money is one of the rewards you get for adding value to the lives of others.

There are essentially four keys to making more money by adding more value:
/Uniqueness

The more unique the value you provide, the more you will be able to exchange it for. While there are tens of thousands of actors in Hollywood, there are only about six at any one time who can reliably carry a movie. That’s why there are only about six actors in the world who are paid in excess of $20 million a movie.

2. Scope

The more people you add value to, the more money you get to make. Whatever you might think of Bill Gates and Microsoft, their billions of dollars in net worth is largely accounted for by the millions of people whose lives are impacted daily by the development of Windows and its competitive operating systems.

3. Impact

The more of a difference you make in the lives of others, the more money you can demand in return. Why do most doctors get paid more than most teachers? Because most people value their health above their education.

4. Perception

There are many stories of people working tirelessly and anonymously behind the scenes to make a difference in the world. While it may be true that these unsung heroes are the real reason why the world works as well as it does,
this does not mean that these people are destined to become rich. No matter how much value you add to the world, it is only perceived value that can be exchanged for hard currency.

In the early 1970s, a record label in Britain was selling albums containing cover versions of contemporary songs. Although the records sold for less than $2 a copy, hardly anyone bought them and the record company was suffering.

A whiz kid joined the board and announced he wanted to more than double the price of the records. The other executives were shocked but eventually agreed to his plan. Within a few weeks, the records were flying off the shelves. When the records didn’t cost much, people didn’t value them. The record company was saved by redefining people’s perception of the value of their product.

In simple terms, in order to create money, I believe you need to give something to the world that people will pay you for, preferably plenty. You might find it useful to ask yourself the following wealth-producing question:

What unique product or service would I like to provide that will be of massive value to the world?
KEEPING SCORE WITH MONEY

It has been said many times that in the game of life, money is just a way of keeping score.

Now, if you're someone who has never balanced a checkbook or reconciled your bank statement, this might seem a bit scary at first, but when you know where you are in relation to money, it becomes possible to measure your progress.

And as Michael LeBoeuf says in The Greatest Management Secret in the World,

What gets measured gets done.

You will need to get some paper, a calculator, and very possibly a sense of humor!

Wealth Measure 1: Your Net Worth

Net worth is a traditional measure of wealth. It is calculated by adding all your assets in one column and all your debts in the other.

Divide a piece of paper into two columns. On the left-hand side, write "Assets"; on the right, "Liabilities." In the assets column, write down anything that you own and approximately what that thing would be worth if you sold it today.

In the liabilities column, write down anything you still owe money for. This might include your home, your car,
and any money you owe on credit cards or other outstanding loans.

The formula for determining net worth is simple:

\[
\text{Total Assets} - \text{Total Liabilities} = \text{Net Worth}
\]

Don't be discouraged if you find you have a negative net worth—the journey to wealth always begins exactly where you are!

Here's an example of how it might work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assets</th>
<th>Liabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House: $150,000</td>
<td>Mortgage: $100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car: $10,000</td>
<td>Car loan: $3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA: $35,000</td>
<td>Student loan: $15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money owed me: $3,500</td>
<td>Outstanding bills: $2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life insurance cash value: $15,000</td>
<td>Credit cards: $4,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total assets = $213,500

Total liabilities = $125,000

$213,500 - $125,000 = $88,500

Net worth = $88,500
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Wealth Measure 2: The Number of Days Forward You Can Live Without Earning Any More Money

To calculate your next wealth score, simply take your typical monthly expenses and divide by 30. Let’s call the answer your daily rate. Then divide your net worth (how much you’ve got minus how much you owe) by your daily rate. The answer is the number of days you can live without earning any more money. As your earnings, savings, and investments continue to grow, you can keep score by how many days you’ve added to your wealth score.

**Example**

You have a net worth of $100,000 and monthly expenses of $5,000. $5,000 divided by 30 is $166.66, or $167. This is your daily rate. $100,000 divided by $167 is 598.8, or 599. This means that if you had to, you could maintain your current lifestyle without earning any more money for 599 days (about 1 1/2 years).

Wealth Measure 3: The Amount of Money You Wouldn’t Worry About Losing

This one’s more subjective, and easier to calculate. For example, twenty years ago, I lost $50 and was nearly suicidal. Nowadays, if the amount I lose is less than $5,000, I don’t worry about it. Using this scale, my wealth score has gone from about 5 to over 500. Partly this is because I have more money. Partly it’s because I’m more confident in my ability to earn more money. Partly I’ve just
learned to relax. This is one of my favorite measures of wealth, because it’s possible to increase it without earning any more money!

Wealth Measure 4: You Magic Number for Financial Independence

This is one of the most useful money formulas you’ll ever come across. It will help you to calculate your magic number for financial independence—the amount of money that, if you put it in the bank at an average (6-8 percent) rate of return, you would be able to make all your decisions independent of financial consideration.

1. Make a list of all the onetime purchases you would like to make in your lifetime and the approximate price—particularly any big-ticket items.

**Example**

- House: $250,000
- Cars: $50,000
- A luxury vacation: $5,000
- College education (x 3): $150,000
- Miscellaneous fun: $45,000

2. Total up all the items—this is figure A.

**Example**

In our mathematically convenient example above, $500,000 would do us nicely!
3. Decide on a comfortable annual salary for life. (If in doubt, just double your existing salary!)

**Example**
If you currently earn $25,000, figure that $50,000 a year for life would probably cover your ongoing needs and wants.

4. Multiply that salary by 12 (approximately 8 percent return) or by 15 (approximately 6 percent return). This is the figure you would need to invest at a fairly conservative rate of return to "earn" your annual salary for life—we'll call it figure B.

**Example**
Between $600,000 and $750,000

5. Figure A + figure B = your magic number—the amount of money you would need to have in the bank in order to be utterly financially independent, that is, able to make all your decisions independent of financial concern or consideration.

**Example**
Magic number = 500,000 (A) + 750,000 (B) = $1.25 million for financial independence

**THE TEN SECRETS OF ABUNDANCE**

Here are the ten best ideas I can give you on how to start increasing your wealth scores today. Any one of these will
make an immediate difference to your wealth consciousness. As you start using more and more of them in your day-to-day life, you’ll find yourself on the fast track toward a wealthier life, with a millionaire’s mind.

1. **Decide Right Now That You Are Responsible for Your Financial Abundance**

Far too many people are scared to accept the responsibility of huge financial wealth. When you get more money your financial pressures don’t get smaller, they get bigger. What most people don’t realize is that that’s the fun of it!

As you accept the responsibility that comes with playing the bigger money game, you become a more capable person. The more substantial the challenges, the more substantial the rewards, not only financially but spiritually and emotionally as well. And as you take responsibility for your own financial success, getting wealthier will seem less and less overwhelming and more like the pleasure it was always meant to be.

2. **Save First, Then Spend Only What You Can Truly Afford**

In the same way that the real secret of losing weight is eating less and moving more, the real secret of gaining wealth is spending less and earning more. Create a plan today that will enable you to clear any outstanding debts and build your financial reservoir (see number 4) as quickly as possible.
The difference between poor people and rich people is easy. The poor spend their money and then save what's left over; the rich save their money and then spend what's left over.

—Jim Rohn

Consider taking the first 10 percent of your monthly income and immediately using it to pay down your debt and/or build your savings. As you take steps to reduce your debt and increase your net worth month by month, you'll quickly make the transition from trying to keep your head above water to laying the foundations of wealth.

3. Study Wealthy People

One of the quickest ways to become wealthy is to spend time with people who have already achieved wealth. Remember, wealth is more than financial abundance. Many people have become millionaires only to discover that along the way they lost something far more important—their self-respect and sense of self.

Take some time to research and discover your own "heroes of wealth"—those people who've found a way to create massive financial abundance without sacrificing their lives or their souls along the way. Find out what they are doing that you aren't. Seek to understand how they think and behave toward money and wealth. If possible, contact them and ask for advice. Not only does asking make other people aware of who you are, it also lets them know that you are tak-
ing your pursuit of wealth seriously. While not everyone will offer to help, it’s been my experience that as long as you are polite and respectful, many wealthy people are grateful for the opportunity to be of service.

4. Build Your Financial Reservoir

The more money you have in the bank, the less frightening it is to experiment with new and different ways of making money. This is why the most powerful investment you can make is to build your financial reservoir—a savings account with between three months’ and two years’ salary in it.

In Dr. Richard Carlson’s book Don’t Worry, Make Money, he tells the story of two men who were both offered the same job with a new company in the 1970s. The offer was for very low pay but a large amount of stock. The man who was living from paycheck to paycheck thought it was too risky and passed; the one who had a financial reservoir took the offer. The company was Microsoft, and needless to say, within a few years the man who took the risk had amassed a huge fortune.

The moral of the story is that in most cases, creating abundance usually involves some risk, and nothing makes risk more tolerable than having money in the bank. As author Stuart Wilde says, “The trick to money is having some.”
5. **The 80/20 Rule**

Once you figure out what is most important to you, you can prioritize your life accordingly. The nineteenth-century economist Wilfrid Pareto was the first to point out that approximately 80 percent of the world’s wealth was concentrated in the hands of only 20 percent of the world’s population.

The 80/20 rule holds true in most areas of life—80 percent of your results will tend to come from 20 percent of your efforts; 80 percent of your wealth will come from 20 percent of your clients or customers. By identifying and concentrating on that all-important 20 percent, we can continually refocus our priorities with a laserlike intensity.

6. **Get in Touch with Your Passion Every Day**

I remember that years ago, when I first got interested in hypnosis, one of the old stage performers I was learning from was also a salesman. This wasn’t just his job—it was his passion. I never saw him go more than a couple of hours without selling something to someone. We’d be at a restaurant and he’d strike up a conversation with the people at the next table. Before long, he’d find out all about their needs and offer to sell them exactly what they wanted. Most of the time, he didn’t even have what he’d just sold—he’d have to go out and buy it himself in order to turn around and deliver it to the people who’d just bought it from him. He simply loved the thrill of persuading people.
When I asked him what he thought his secret was, he said:

"Excitement and passion are contagious. When you get truly passionate about what you want to do, others will find themselves drawn to you."

7. Charge What You Are Truly Worth

Some people are frightened to charge what they are really worth because they fear they will lose their clients. But in my own experience, every time I have raised my fees I’ve found myself attracting more and better clients and losing only those people I wasn’t particularly enjoying working with anyway.

Here’s a simple formula for working out what your time is worth, no matter how much or little you may earn:

1. Write down the amount of money you expect to earn this year.
2. Erase or cross out the last three numbers.
3. Divide by two. This is what an hour of your time is worth, based on an average working week.

Example: Annual earnings = $30,000. Less last three numbers = $30. Divided by two = $15. Your hourly "wage" is $15.

Life is so simple, really. Think through what people want, invite them to get it from you, and when they show up, bill 'em!

—Stuart Wilde
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Just for today, imagine your hourly wage has doubled. If you were being paid twice as much per hour for what you do, what would you do differently?

If you want to charge what you’re truly worth, start doing it differently today!

6. Regularly Practice the Change Your Life in Seven Days Techniques

For most people, opportunities to become wealthier present themselves every day. By practicing the techniques, you are conditioning yourself to focus on wealth. Very few multimillionaires get to be rich by accident. Financial success is simply a matter of maintaining your focus on wealth and consistently practicing the actions that lead to abundance.

Take some time each day to walk around as if you already have everything you want. Create a sensory-rich experience of what you want so that your unconscious mind gets a clear idea. Ask yourself empowering questions. Create a wealth scrapbook and imagine what it would be like living the life of your dreams. See what you’ll see, hear, and feel. Do it as often as you can every day.

You may not get instant results, but you will attract to yourself in one way or another whatever you think about most. Use your favorite techniques daily to condition yourself for success!
9. Celebrate Your Life, Starting Today!

One of the single most important things you can do to cement your wealth consciousness is to make a practice of reflecting on all the good things in your life as you drift off to sleep each night. As you say thank you to life, God, the universe, or whatever you feel most comfortable with and connected to, you are cultivating what Americans call "an attitude of gratitude."

An attitude of gratitude is the exact opposite of a poverty consciousness. When you start to regularly think of all the good things you have and of how fortunate you are to have them, you are sending a strong message of abundance to your unconscious, which will create a steady flow of financial abundance.

10. Keep Going

There is a story that in ancient Tibet, all the monks were gathered together once every hundred years and given an opportunity for guaranteed enlightenment—all they had to do was walk through the Room of a Thousand Demons and come out alive. The Room of a Thousand Demons was a pitch-black room filled with a thousand demons who would appear to the monks in the guise of their biggest and worst fears: spiders, snakes, sheer precipices—whatever they sensed would fill the monks’ hearts with terror. The only rules were that once the monks entered, no one
Never give in. Never give in. Never, never, never—in nothing, great or small, large or petty—never give in, except to convictions of honor and good sense. Never yield to force. Never yield to the apparently overwhelming might of the enemy.

—Sir Winston Churchill

Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent.

IN CONCLUSION

Finally, I want you to remember that real wealth is not measured by money alone. Start today. Create a plan for financial abundance and start moving forward. Make the
changes you need to make, both at the level of your consciousness and in action. After you have begun to enjoy more of the success that you desire, you will look back and be thankful that you did!

Until tomorrow,

Paul McKenna

P.S. Tomorrow is the last day of your seven-day program, and we'll be dealing with an appropriate topic as this program draws to a close—the secrets of living happily ever after...
HAPPILY EVER AFTER

Live the secrets of lifelong happiness—now
Before you begin today:

- Listen to the hypnotic trance (www.paulmckenna.com/trance).
- Take a few minutes to go through the "Reprogramming Your Self-Image" exercise on page 35.
- Review your purpose, values, and big dream from day four.
- Fire your wealth anchor and do a one-minute wealth visualization:

  Imagine you already have all the good feelings you know that being wealthy will bring you. All the happiness, all the confidence, and all the love you could ever hope for are there inside you. . . .

  Now imagine yourself going through your day. How do you treat people? How do they treat you? What are you especially proud of about today? What do you love doing? What do you do exceptionally well?

  What value have you added today? How could you add even more? Who else could you impact with your work? How about with your life?
One day, a wealthy businessman hired a fishing boat to take him out to sea for a day of relaxation. The sun was shining, and the wealthy man took a liking to the happy young fisherman who guided the fishing boat through the waters of the harbor.

"Young man," said the wealthy businessman, "I can teach you the secrets of success, if you 'll only listen carefully."

"Okay," said the young fisherman, smiling as he cleaned the morning's catch.

Although he was a bit taken aback by the young man's casual manner, the businessman began his lesson.

"First off, double your prices. You run a good, clean boat and you know where the fish are plentiful."

"Why would I want to do that?" replied the young fisherman, distracted by watching a small crab playing in the waves by the shore.
The businessman could feel his irritation rising as he replied, “Because then you will be able to buy a second boat, and a third, and you will be able to take on more tourists and catch more fish. If you work hard, you will earn enough to buy a whole fleet of boats.”

“But why would I want to do that?” the young fisherman asked as he rolled over onto his back to soak up the last gentle rays of the afternoon sun.

By now, the businessman was furious. “Because then you will become rich, and you can hire people to do your work for you while you spend your days fishing and relaxing in the sun!”

“Ah,” the young fisherman said, nodding sagely. “That sounds wonderful!”
TWO KINDS OF HAPPINESS

I believe that there are two kinds of happiness in the world. The one most of us think of is simply feeling wonderful in your body. The other, more subtle form of happiness is a state of being in perfect harmony with life and the universe. This is the state that psychologists call "flow," musicians call "the groove," and athletes call "the zone." Today you will be learning how to take responsibility for your own happiness, and the secrets of bringing more of both kinds of happiness into your life virtually on demand.

In the West, our culture emphasizes the pursuit of happiness through external means. Most people would complete the sentence "I’ll be happy when____" with externals like "When I’ve made a million dollars," "When I’m married to the person of my dreams," "When I find a job." We are told from a very early age that these are the things that will make us happy, but a quick glance at the news each day reveals clearly that having the good things in life can only be part of the story.

In the East, traditional culture emphasizes acceptance of the conditions of existence, positing the idea that happiness is found within. My own

/ have come to understand that life is best to be lived and not to be conceptualized. I am happy because I am growing daily and I am honestly not knowing where the limit lies.

—Bruce Lee
experience suggests that while the eastern ideal of happiness coming from within is more accurate, having grown up in the West I find it's a lot easier to be happy when your life doesn't suck. Personally, I believe it's good to have a balance.

Here is today's key lesson:
Happiness is not a result—it's a state of mind and body.

The good news is that you already know how easy it is to create states, and you can learn to experience that state we call happiness much more often than you do right now.

Think a little more deeply now—what does happiness feel like in your body?

For some, it's a warm, peaceful, glowing feeling. Other people describe it as a kind of delightful sense of inner satisfaction. While I don't know precisely what happiness feels like for you, I do know that if you began to have the feeling that you call happiness in your body right now, you could identify it in an instant.

WHEN IS IT NOT OKAY TO BE HAPPY?

Many people put obstacles in the way of feeling happiness. While some people are still waiting for things outside them to make them happy, others are concerned about feeling happiness inappropriately.
I was leading a seminar on creating happiness when a participant stood up with tears in his eyes.

"My daughter just died," the man said. "Are you saying I'm supposed to be happy about that?"

First I said: "It's only right, only natural, that you are sad about the death of your daughter. You feel sad because she meant so much to you, but would she want you to feel sad forever?" As he thought about it, I asked him to reflect on all the good times he'd had with his daughter—all the love that he'd shared with her and all the experiences they had enjoyed together. When I could see that he was really connected to his experience, I asked him how he thought she would want him to feel.

He paused for a moment, then a smile began to shine across his face beneath the tears. When he finally spoke, we could all hear the love in his heart as he said simply, "She would've wanted me to be happy."

We all have our own rules for when happiness is an inappropriate response to what is going on around us. The important thing to remember is that happiness is first and foremost a choice. As Abraham Lincoln once said: "Most people are about as happy as they make up their minds to be."

THE SCIENCE OF HAPPINESS

A few years ago I heard about a medical doctor in New York who helped drug addicts overcome their addictions
by putting them into a trance and teaching their bodies to create the response to the drug. Once they learned the technique, they were able to get high naturally. Since they now realized it was their body that was making them feel so good and not the drugs, it became progressively easier for them to wean themselves off their chemical dependency.

Here's how it works.

Any drug you've ever taken (and that includes caffeine, nicotine, and cocaine) created a specific neurochemical response in your body. This response is the source of the high. In other words, it's not what the drug does that makes you feel a particular way—it's what your body does in response to the drug that gives you the feeling.

While I was very impressed with the research behind the doctor's work, what particularly interested me was the idea of creating happiness on demand—that is, the process of teaching the mind to get the body to create the chemicals inside that lead to good feelings where and when we want them.

For decades, researchers had been trying to find out what it was that allowed the drug opium to have its euphoric effects. When Dr. Candace Pert was still only a graduate student, she discovered that opiate receptors are not just in the brain but in every single cell in the body.

She found these receptors were particularly in tune with one special kind of chemical messenger, called endogenous morphine, or more commonly endorphin. Endorphins are your body's natural opiates, the neurotransmitters that control pain and create pleasure. There are happy chemicals inside you!
You have a natural endorphin release when you do physical exercise, make love, laugh a lot, or relax deeply. You know how it feels on a cold winter’s day to slide into a hot bath and get that feeling of gentle warmth? Or when you eat your favorite food, how good it feels? That’s the feeling of endorphins at play in your body.

But endorphins are more than just the source of good feelings in your body. Because endorphins are neurotransmitters, they create more bonding in the brain, so every time you experience an endorphin release, it actually makes you more intelligent. And every cell in your body has receptors for endorphins.

How great a design feature is that? Not only can every cell in our body experience happiness, but the more often we choose to be happy, the more intelligent we become!

The way that your brain and body communicate to let you know that it’s time to feel good is cell to cell. A chemical message trips off at one cell, takes on the shape for the endorphin, and sets up a vibration, and the cells next do o r go, “Oooh—there’s something cool going on!” and start resonating in the same way. Then the message spreads from cell to cell, like a wave of pleasure. Now, when you experience a wave of pleasure, you feel so good because every cell in your body is sharing that state.

When I heard about the doctor who was helping drug addicts to overcome their addiction by getting naturally high using hypnosis, I started experimenting to see if I could get people to have endorphin releases using imagination exercises. Not only were many of them able instantly to experience those great feelings, but also it
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was without any formal hypnotic induction, just using a simple imagination technique.

People I tried it with suddenly found they felt fantastic! I would simply ask them to remember times in the past when their endorphins were flowing, then to turn up the brightness and color of those happy memories and keep going through them again and again until some people were smiling with delight and then nearly fell off their chairs laughing.

Since then I have taught thousands of people how to give themselves an instant endorphin release. Recently a psychiatrist wrote to me and explained how he'd been using the technique with his patients who suffered from depression and how much it had helped them.

Let's get happy right now. . . .

**Instant Endorphin Release**

1. Remember a time when you felt totally happy and at peace. Return fully to that time now, seeing what you saw, hearing what you heard, and feeling how good you felt. (If you can't remember a specific time, just imagine how much better your life would be if you were totally happy and peaceful right now—if you had all the peace, love, and contentment you could ever want.)

2. Now make the colors brighter and richer, the sounds louder, and allow your feelings of happiness to intensify.
3. Notice where that feeling of happiness is strongest in your body. Give this feeling of happiness a color, and move that color up to the top of your head and down to the tip of your toes. Double the brightness. Double it again!

4. You can visualize the endorphins like little dolphins at play in your bloodstream, happily swimming from cell to cell. Or feel the flow of endorphins like a river of golden honey throughout your body.

5. Repeat steps 2-4 at least five more times. Vividly imagine in detail that event where you are happy, again and again. You can use the same happy experience or add in new ones each time.

When I first discovered this technique, I thought, "Fantastic—I'll just feel great all the time!" However, as with any emotional state, it is important to have a sense of context. When you're crossing the road, it is not the wisest idea to be buzzed out of your mind on endorphins. When you're driving, you want to have your wits about you while negotiating the traffic.

However, whenever it's appropriate to feel wonderful, why not make use of this great natural technique?

DESIGNER HAPPINESS

Professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (Mee-hi Chik-sent-mee-khi) from the University of Chicago has spent more than
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thirty years studying happiness. Because he couldn’t get funding to research happiness directly (it wasn’t considered a sufficiently serious subject for scientific study), his studies focus on what he calls “optimal experiences,” or “flow.”

As a result of his research, he has identified eight characteristics that are invariably present during optimal experience—that is, the experience of happiness, enjoyment, and fulfillment in the moment of doing whatever it is you are doing.

Each of the characteristics serves as a potential happiness trigger—a way of turning an ordinary situation into an optimal, enjoyable flow experience. As you read them now, you may well have ideas about where you can create more opportunities for them in your life and begin to feel the flow state start happening.

The eight happiness triggers are:

1. Clear Goals

Having a clear goal, purpose, or intention acts as a sort of organizing principle for our attention, filtering our experience down from a world of infinite possibilities to a selective collection of experiences that allows us to focus, feel in control, make sense of what is happening to us, and respond deliberately.

Therefore, the simplest way to transform any task into a potential flow experience is to set ourselves an intention, purpose, or goal in relation to that task.

In cases where the task is mundane, repetitive, or sim-
ply not interesting to us, our intention need not be directly related to the actual task. For instance, living the intention of being fully present can turn a boring drive into a Zen meditation; living the intention of performing with energy, enthusiasm, and as if it's the most important thing in the world can turn washing the dishes into a highly enjoyable activity.

2. Immediate Feedback

Do you remember as a child playing the warmer/colder game? The closer you got to your goal, the hidden object you were seeking, the warmer you were; the farther away, the colder.

The reason this game is so popular cross-culturally is that the human brain is designed as a cybernetic mechanism—that is, it thrives on having a clear goal and making constant adjustments in pursuit of that goal, just like a heat-seeking missile. However, in order for our brain to function at its full capacity, we must give it continual feedback as to whether we are on track.

3. Ability to Concentrate on the Task at Hand

Geniuses are often characterized as being like plate spinners in a circus, able to keep many different tasks going at any one time. And yet one trait that consistently comes up in the research into creativity and flow is that both are most likely to occur when you are focused on only one thing at a time. In fact, when asked how he came up with
the theory of gravity, Sir Isaac Newton is reputed to have said, 'You would have come up with it too if you had spent all your time thinking of nothing else!'

4. The Possibility of Successful Completion

Confidence is one of the key factors in successful recovery. Things can get better, given time. Similarly, if we want to turn an ordinary experience into something special, we must generate feelings of hope or possibility that we will be able to successfully complete the project or task at hand.

Our probability of success goes up anytime we choose attitudes and actions that are within our control and also increase the likelihood of getting what we want either now or in the future. Things like preparation, daily action, and inviting others to participate in our goals and dreams not only make our success more likely in reality, they make it more believable in our minds and hearts, increasing our will to succeed by making the path to success more and more apparent.

5. Total Involvement

Rock climbing is something that always puzzled me. Why would anyone want to do that? Why would anyone aspire to the same skill level that a small lizard demonstrates? There doesn't appear to be any gain in it. Even more
confusing, climbs aren’t rated by your ability to get to the top, but rather by the route you choose to take. Fellow climbers are far more impressed by an interesting journey than by reaching the destination.

And that’s part of the appeal: climbing for climbing’s sake. Many climbers report that when they’ve reached the top of a rock, after the relief has subsided, there’s a desire to continue climbing.

One climbing instructor I knew created an interesting “entrance exam” for his advanced climbing course. He assigned all the potential students an extremely difficult climb. The instructor told the aspiring students that he would make his decision when they reached the top, then secreted himself behind a rock partway up at what is known as a false summit—something that appears to be the top of the mountain but isn’t.

When the students reached the false summit, he would watch their faces as they realized that rather than being done, they were still only partway to the top. Those who appeared disappointed were politely refused entry to the advanced group, but those whose eyes widened in excitement at the prospect of more climbing ahead were welcomed with open arms.

According to Csikszentmihalyi, most optimal experience is the result of this kind of teleological activity—that is, activity that is intrinsically satisfying as opposed to goal-oriented. When we do things not because we believe they will necessarily make us look good or make us money but for the sheer love of doing the thing, we increase the likelihood of experiencing flow.
6. Loss of Self-Consciousness

One of the things that people often report after being hypnotized at my shows is that it allows them, sometimes for the first time in their adult lives, to feel totally unself-conscious. While we all live in this state as small children, by the time we’re about five we have already begun to judge ourselves through the eyes of the people around us. When we are able to become completely absorbed in a flow experience, we return to that pleasant state in which what we are doing and experiencing becomes far more interesting than what other people might be thinking.

7. A Sense of Control

A study reported in the New York Times pointed out the significance of a sense of control in our lives:

The feeling of being in control, of having a say in what happens in one’s life, has far-reaching consequences for physical and mental health. . . . Increasing the sense of control among men and women living in convalescent homes made them happier, increased their alertness and—perhaps most dramatically—lowered their mortality rate, over a period of 18 months, by 50 percent.

The increased control came from simple changes, such as allowing the convalescent-home residents to
change your life in seven days

decide what they would have for meals, when the phone would ring in their rooms, and how the furniture would be arranged.

By taking control over even the simplest elements of our environment (where we are sitting, how things are arranged on our desk, or even what we are looking at when we daydream), we increase the likelihood of experiencing happiness in our everyday lives.

8. Time Distortion (i.e., minutes becoming hours and/or hours feeling like minutes)

Have you noticed when you are doing some things time seems to move really slowly or really quickly? Here are some of my favorite time-distorting activities:

- Sports that test your ability.
- Reading an illuminating book.
- When drawing, correctly portraying perspective, light, and shade.
- Driving on difficult terrain.
- Dancing, hearing the beat and melody of a song, and moving in an expressive way to it.
- Thinking, reasoning through the strands of a problem, and arranging them in consciousness.
- Noticing the subtle differences in taste of exotic foods.

Put your hand on a hot stove for a minute, and it seems like an hour. Sit with a pretty girl for an hour, and it seems like a minute.

That's relativity.

—Albert Einstein
While each one of these eight characteristics is important, perhaps the most useful one, if we want to design our own optimal experiences, is a ninth metacharacteristic:

We tend to experience flow when there is a balance between our perception of the challenge we are facing and our perception of our ability to meet that challenge.

Fortunately, most of us have at least occasionally experienced the calm, focused energy that comes with performing at the boundary between boredom and anxiety, when the challenges we are faced with are just balanced with the person’s capacity for stretch and consolidation of our gains and learning.

The key is in the word perception—that is, by adjusting our perceptions (of the challenges we face and of our ability to meet those challenges), we can literally re-create our experience for optimal performance.
Think of a situation, project, or activity that totally freaks you out—that you feel you should or must or even want to participate in but is so far out of your league that you know you’re bound to fail. This can be a business activity (quadrupling your sales volume in the next month) or a personal one (asking the person of your dreams out on a date).

Here are two simple strategies that will help you turn your feelings of panic or overwhelm into the focus of flow.

**Lowering Your Sights**

While conventional wisdom tells us to shoot for the stars, happiness research points out that lowering your sights and focusing on a target that you know you can hit can quickly turn even the most daunting challenge into a fun adventure. When an NLP training team went to transform the U.S. Army pistol-shooting program, one of the first things they did was cut the distance to the target in half. As people’s confidence and skill increased, the targets were gradually returned to the original distance. The result—a vastly increased success rate in less than half the original training time.

---

**Bonus Tip**

*It would appear that not all balance is created equally. Research shows that people are most likely to describe their experience and performance levels as optimal when both the challenge and skill are balanced at a high level (e.g., brain surgery) than at a low level (e.g., learning to use chopsticks).*
"I lower my sights and set myself a smaller target—doubling my sales volume. No, still too scary. What if I try to increase my volume by one in the next week? Doesn’t feel within my control. I know—I’ll make twenty more calls a day than I did last month! That puts me firmly into flow."

**Focus on Past Success**

If you’ve gotten this far in life, chances are you’ve done more than a few things right. When you start to focus on what you do that’s working, your perception of your ability increases, and along with it you increase the possibility of flow.

**Example: Asking Dream Lover Out on a Date**

"Hmmm... I’ve actually dated before. And some of them have even gone well! And remember that time that _______ said yes, which really surprised me? And that other time? And that other time? Okay, my heart’s still pumping, but it’s turned into excitement—I’m still pumped up but it feels like a positive challenge."

**Ask Yourself, "What Can I Do Now?"**
BACKGROUND HAPPINESS

Some psychologists believe in what they call "background stress." In other words, even though someone might be doing something enjoyable, there's still hidden worry lurking somewhere back there. But rather than background stress, I think it's a much better idea to have background happiness: a kind of all-pervading feeling in the back of your mind that life is good, that your unconscious does everything it can to help you and all problems can be resolved in a healthy, life-enhancing way.

Can you learn how to do it? Absolutely. There are thousands and thousands of people walking around experiencing background happiness and flow in all areas of their lives, much to the annoyance of psychologists and therapists who continue to "prove" the impossibility of doing it.

In the past, many people have worked hard to create flow in their lives. However, there is an easy way to do it. Whenever you've experienced flow in the past, your unconscious mind has made a record of the psychological and physiological aspects of that optimal experience. This is because flow is a neurophysiological state: in other words, it is a set of electrical impulses in your brain and chemical changes in your body. Your mind and body have a multisensory recording of exactly how you make flow happen, of how you make that state.

—J. M. Barrie

The secret of being happy is not doing what one likes, but liking what one does.
So what we’re going to do is get your unconscious mind to go on a search and find all the times in the past when you’ve experienced flow, then make a record of the state so that you can begin to trigger it for yourself more and more.

After a while almost anything you do can become effortless and joyous. You’ll be doing something and you won’t know why you feel so good, or why you are so harmoniously involved with what you are doing, and it will happen more and more.

One of the best ways to reaccess flow is by remembering a time when you were in the zone, in flow. Remember that the human nervous system cannot tell the difference between a real experience and a vividly imagined one. All you need do is remember a time you were in flow and amplify it. If you do this each day, it will program your mind and body to take you into the zone more and more, able to say the right things in just the right way at the right time, easily thinking of the perfect thing to do, gliding through your days with an amazing sense of satisfaction.

Okay, let’s do it now...

**Stepping into the Zone**

1. Make yourself comfortable, relax, and close your eyes.

2. Now remember times when you have been in states of flow, seeing what you saw, hearing what
you heard, feeling how good you felt. This starts re-
creating the flow state within you.

3. Now amplify it: make the pictures bigger,
brighter, bolder, the sounds louder, the feelings
stronger, and anchor the state by squeezing the
thumb and middle finger of one of your hands
together (or use any other self-anchor you want to).

4. Now do it again, see what you saw, hear what
you heard, feel how good you felt.

5. Now find another time when you experienced
flow and go through the procedure all over again,
seeing what you saw, hearing what you heard, feel-
ing how good you felt, until you only have to
squeeze your fingers together to feel yourself go
into the flow state.

Ask your unconscious mind to trigger that flow state
throughout the day. As you begin to find yourself experi-
cencing flow more and more of the time, the neural path-
ways in your brain that create flow and background
happiness become stronger and stronger until you hard-
wire yourself to be in flow all the time.

THE PROBLEM WITH PLEASURE

A number of people have come to me over the years suf-
fering from what I can only describe as "an excess of
pleasure.* I like to share with them a distinction between
pleasure and what I will call satisfaction—that is, between
those things that feel good in the moment and those
things that we feel good about afterward.
Here’s the distinction in a nutshell:

Pleasures give the body pleasant sensations;
satisfactions gratify the soul.

Every heart that has
beat strongly and
cheerfully has left a
hopeful impulse
behind it in the
world, and bettered
the tradition of
mankind.
—Robert Louis
Stevenson

Does this mean pleasure is bad?
Not at all. But the problem with
pleasure is that it feels so darn good, we
can be easily tempted to put it at the
top of our priority list as we pursue the
good life at all costs. But the good life is
largely devoid of the satisfactions that
come when we pit ourselves against a
worthy challenge. Perhaps this is why
Sir Richard Branson continues to risk
life and limb in a helium balloon—
because he recognizes that too much of
the so-called good life can be bad for you.

In fact, pleasure pursued for its own sake actually
seems to get in the way of happiness. A lizard will starve
to death if you try to hand-feed it, yet it will thrive when
allowed to hunt its own food; an ear of corn will rot on
the stalk if not challenged by wind and rain. And if you
want to be happy, you need to take on a worthy chal-
lenge—even if that’s the last thing you feel you want!

So how do we create a happier, more satisfying life?
1. Allow More Pleasure into Your Life

This may seem to go against everything I have been saying, but for most of us, our lust for pleasure is tied in to the appeal of forbidden fruit. In fact, the word in our society most commonly paired with pleasure is guilty. By making it okay to take time out to listen to the rain while taking a warm, candlelit bath (or watching football while drinking a beer), we can stop spending so much time policing ourselves and begin taking more time to challenge ourselves.

2. Discover Your Strengths and Begin to Put Them to Work

We tend to feel our best when we are doing our best, and we can only do our best when we are doing what we do best—that is, playing to our strengths. While conventional wisdom encourages us to develop our weaknesses, research into success and fulfillment points out that when we play to our strengths and manage our weakness, we not only perform better but we get more satisfaction from our performance.

To identify your strengths, employ what management consultants call "360-degree feedback"—that is, ask people in every area of your life what they consider your strengths to be until you can clearly identify the common characteristics and standards.
3. Do at Least One Difficult Thing Each Day

When Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi completed his initial studies into flow and the psychology of optimal experience, he was asked by a reporter to summarize the findings of what was a 2,000-page document. After thinking for a moment, Csikszentmihalyi said: “Every day, the happy person does at least one difficult thing.”

While it may seem odd to conclude a lesson in happiness by talking about deliberately seeking out difficulties, it is a lesson that life itself continually attempts to teach us.

Lillian Galbraith, one of the most extraordinary women of the twentieth century and an early pioneer in the field of productivity, was asked what kept her so alive and vital into her seventies. She replied, “Every morning I ask God to give me a day filled with challenges and difficulties. Every evening I give thanks, as he always answers my morning prayer!”

When seeking out worthy challenge in your own life, bear in mind that optimal experience tends to live at the balancing point at the outer edge of your abilities—when you’re fully engaged but not overwhelmed by the challenge.

Congratulations—you’re almost done! In the concluding chapter, I’ll share with you some ideas on how to maintain and develop the changes that have been occurring over the last seven days.

Until then,

Paul McKenna
t was registration day at the university, and the young man was preparing to continue the adventure in learning that had been going on so long it seemed to have no beginning and no end. Lost in thought, his mind racing with possibilities for what lay ahead, he barely noticed the old man in front of him until he bumped straight into him.

"I'm sorry, Professor," the young man said, embarrassed.

"Oh, I'm not a professor," the old man replied. "I'm a new student, just like you."

"But how old are you?" the young man said in shock.

"I'm seventy-three," the old man said with a twinkle in his eye.

"And what are you studying?" the young man continued.

"Medicine—I've always wanted to be a doctor, and now..."

The old man paused as if remembering something from a long time ago. "Now I'm finally ready to follow my dreams!"
The young man seemed quite shocked. "No disrespect, sir, but to become a doctor will take at least seven years. In seven years, you'll be eighty years old!"

The old man put his hand on the young man's shoulder and looked him straight in the eyes.

"God willing," the old man said with a smile, "I'll be eighty years old whether I follow my dreams or not."
THE POWER OF SUGGESTION

In my hypnotic shows, I often offer the people on stage a posthypnotic suggestion. Long after they think their part in the show is over, every time I say a key word or phrase they will begin to enact the behavior I have suggested to them.

Throughout this book, I have been giving suggestions for how you can not only change your life but keep the change over the weeks, months, and years ahead. Some of these suggestions were direct—that is, you will have noticed my suggesting them as you read. However, others were indirect—embedded into the text in order to send them directly into your unconscious mind and designed to be triggered by the natural occurrences that happen in everyone's life.

Please know this:

Every single one of those suggestions will assist you in creating the life of your dreams, including the ones you are not even aware of yet.

In order to facilitate and reinforce your ongoing success, I have created the following daily success workout. This is the same routine I use every morning to set myself up for a wonderful day. I suggest that for the next week or so, you follow this routine exactly as I have designed it for
Your Daily Success Workout

1. Begin by taking three deep breaths. Each time you breathe in, feel any areas of tension and stress in your body. Each time you breathe out, feel yourself letting go and relaxing into a lovely, peaceful state.

2. Imagine the qualities of your authentic self. See yourself going through your day as your authentic self. Do this several times until it becomes easy to imagine.

3. Now, review your top five values. Take a moment to really feel each one, and once again guide your mind through the day ahead. Each time you do this, you are programming yourself to have a wonderful day!

4. Use the inner smile to activate your endorphin response. Smile into every area of yourself and keep feeling better and better and better.

5. Review your big dream. Ask your mind to guide you in thought, word, and action to do and say exactly the right things to make your dreams come true for the highest good of all concerned.

6. What are you most grateful for in your life? Spend at least one minute focused on all the good things you already have and everything that’s right with your world.

7. Finish by taking three more deep breaths. This time, allow each breath in to fill you with energy, and each breath out to energize you even more.
you. As you become more familiar with the techniques in the book, you can begin to substitute other exercises for the ones written here. By making time in your day to program your mind with positive suggestions, your energy and motivation will increase and you will become happier, stronger, and more creative as your life continues to get even better.

With practice, you will find you can complete this routine in as little as five minutes. However, I recommend that whenever possible, you take at least fifteen minutes to really set yourself up for the day. As Mahatma Gandhi once said in the midst of his campaign to create a free and self-governing India:

I have so much to do today I will need to meditate twice as long!

HOW GOOD CAN IT GET?

Finally, as we reach the end of the book, I’d like to talk about the future. You may remember that I started this book by talking about how we live in a truly exciting time in our planet’s history. These days there is more information to absorb, more to learn, and more opportunities than ever before.

As the pace of change gets quicker and quicker, the creative technology we have now is able to constantly upgrade and improve itself. A hundred and fifty years ago the telegraph first made it possible to send messages quickly over great distances. Within thirty years, the
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The illiterate of the twenty-first century will not be those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.

—Alvin Toffler

telephone had arrived, quickly followed by voice recording, radio, television, fax, and email. You communicate across the planet in an instant. Something happens on one side of the world and we watch it on our televisions, read about it on the Web, and communicate about it by email, all sharing the experience simultaneously. The eyes and ears of our telecommunications network are becoming the eyes and ears of humanity.

More than ever, the mind is now the dominant creative force on this planet. Our thoughts are more powerful than they have ever been, and with the exponential enhancements in technology we are likely to see some amazing changes in the near future.

Some scientists believe that within the next few years we will have a cure for cancer, drugs to permanently increase intelligence, cryogenic preservation, and genetic control of aging. Virtual reality, genetic reprogramming, and developments in nanotechnology will offer benefits we cannot even imagine, as today's science fiction becomes the template for tomorrow's science fact. We stand, many of us unknowingly, on the edge of an amazing leap in humanity's evolution.

To make this leap, we need a radical shift in our values. Rather than continually looking for fulfillment in the outside world, which has made us overly competitive...
and selfish, we need to begin to find more contentment within. I believe that a new age of psychotechnology is upon us, and the kind of techniques we’ve been using in this book will become what more and more people turn to in order to help bring about positive changes at every level of society.

These days, a country’s wealth is no longer gauged by its physical resources. Instead, it is ideas and their implementation that create wealth. The real source of wealth is in our minds, and those of us with the richest ideas will create the greatest wealth in the world. Just think for a moment—you possess one of the most valuable and powerful pieces of equipment in the world right between your ears!

You have learned some powerful ways to run your own brain. The positive software that you have put into your mind will begin to manifest more and more beneficial results each day. The fact that you’ve chosen to invest in your own evolution sets you apart from the masses. It’s a decision that will enrich the quality of your life many times over, because life is only as amazing as the way you choose to live it.

As you practice the techniques in this book, taking responsibility for programming your own mind, you are putting yourself at the forefront of our culture. You are becoming a leader, and the choices you make about where and how you lead will become increasingly significant.

As you continue on your journey to the life of your dreams, I would like to leave you with this Buddhist blessing:
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May you be safe and protected.
May you be happy and peaceful.
May you be healthy and strong.
May you carry your life with ease and grace.

Until next we meet,

Paul McKenna
Paul McKenna, Ph.D., is the world’s leading hypnotist. His TV shows have been watched in forty-two countries by more than 500 million people around the world.
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